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through all the services and as a
Hugo Allmond,, evangeli
Colby motor for Boston Massachusetts, lead that the Cleaner
Our State Government, as others, has been
st, of
SHOE SHOP TO MOVE
through the disintegrat- result 21 responded to the
s coukt never lectors went to bet in the last
,of ing influences of the depression. We
Gospel Churc'hof Christ, Winchester,
to attend the national convention overcome. The first
must
reconstruct. We must face call. Among this number
bell went the,seventh. A maim of
Tenn.,
were Mr.
wilt begin h teril meeting
and moat -hrtIPOISSibilities. State Thstittni
at She -Plutisenit-Itarat Letttr-ftenr- .i5Ver the-refire'
"tie Dutch's Shoe Shop will be
olis mustIce mainiained, edu- and Mrs. Hutchens,
in two seasons bladders mixed with a few opporMr. Hutchens at Cherry Corner Saturday
riers' Association.
cational standards improved, obligations met,
when John Miller hit one in the tune hits
night. moved the first of the week to the
credit maintained. It can is 72 years of age and
gave
the
Dollar
Men six be met only with a man of courage
his wife is August 24. There will be ,service
Mr. Clark went- as a delegate fifth .whith reached
who recognizes responsibiaities and possibly more
s basement of the Ryan 'building
the fence and runt and the ball game. It was
than 60.
each evening at 7:45 a'clock
unflinchingly shoulders them. We believe that
om Kentucky. They expect to be bounced over. Miller
and with entrance on North Fourth
man is Thomas S.
drove in all one i!if the Worst explosions of the
The Church called Bro Pogue Sunday
Rhea.--Paris' Kentuckian-Citizen (published
until the first of next week three of the Models' runs.
afterno
on
at
'3:00
o'clock.
street. The shop has been located
lits home town of Hon. for another meeting
current season.
next year.
The public Is cordially invited
Frederick A. Wallies
to in the Metris building for the - past
beginning in August
attenst these gospel meetings.
three years.
^•
•
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Expected to Get W PA Approval

WEST KY. MINER4L 10
CO

wing
TION

Volume CIII; No. 34

FEATURE SOFTBALL
TILTS ARRANGED

Sewers Sept 6

NUMBER DEPENDS
ON COOPERATION -.
OF-LOCAL FORCES'

HUDDLESTON TO
SPEAK HERE 29TH

M. E CALHOUN
FUNERAL SUNDAY

.. rot-

Turner Explains
Road Situation

a

STERS

ESTRA
MOE

S

Mayfield Will Have
Horse Show Sept. 3

HONOR ROLL

Arrested For
Being Disorderly

at

MS from /270

Loop in
.

Stote To Return
For Match Here

MYERS TO SPEAK
HERE FOR RHEA

Brizendine Throws
Support to Rhea

GO

t.

Coldwater Defeats
Mayfield Nine 6-3

Concord Road Is
Open To Bridge

ed drivers
' answers
there arc
questions
I be able
nod get the
nearest
dealer.

Negro Is Held
For Robbery

rith

Kirksey Tobacco
Meeting

Tobacco Adjustment
Payment Saturday

ANSWERS

Many Attend
Cook_ ing Scho
. ol

Council Meets;
Discuss Streets

RHEA OR CHANDLER, WHICH?

Dr. W. H. Graves
Is Mayor ProTern

August Term of
Court Closes

'errssison
Hodifhind up.
b.
Is.

Tent Meeting To
Begin Saturday

•
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.--Srentree Parker and
4Mantitat '34nriey. Clifton Parker,
Thomas Graves. Dock Parker, Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Parker. Mary
Ann. Martha Ora. Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Parker, John, Joe. James.
and Pat, Hilda Ann Lawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lassiter. Mildren unit Linn. Mr. and Mrs Finis
Outland, Detroit, Thomas Par-ker,
espy for One rime should be submitted aot later thee Tema"
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Parker. Mrs.
Frances MeCuiston, 'Rosa. Vera
afternoon each week.
Arnett Aridl Frances, Mr. and Mrs.
Elaine Ahart. Miss Mosel, Linn
Dillard McCuiston, Vurlerte, W. D..
Mr. And Mrs. Herman Miller
• . •
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lovins. and
Honored
Norma Jeane.
'
Guests Are
Texas
Mrs
Herman
Mr.
and
Honoring
Mr. and Mrs Robert McCuiston,
Entertained
.
Chadwick
ehterMiller. Mrs. W E
Joe. Norma Dale. and Fay. Mrs.
On August 9. relatives of Oklalained Tuesday afternoon with a
Fannie Hendon, Annie Hendon of
Texas,
of
sisters
and
Grogan
,miscellaneous shower at the home
Buchanan, Tenn. Lee Parker,
o'clock
dinwith
m
4
honored
them
'.of the host east of Murray.
Mance -Parker, Mr. and Mrs. WalThOWTttCT
Those included were as follows: Grogan. Frory
Thoynion. and
fiul . and beautiful
Okla Grogan. Bogatri. Texas. Mrs. Dorothy Jane. The afternoon was spent in joliy
Mr. and
itis. A _B. Lassiter,
conversation. Cookies arid lemon- Jack Gullion. Mrs Worth Baker,
MTh:Wet Tex.711fre. Prentice Math
les, 1419113th— Stie: Cecil Lee,
-ode were served.
dox. Tyler, Tex.. Dick; Grogan, Ben Grogan, Fletioy Parker, WalThose present incinded:
Texas, the Rev. earl Mrs.Lon Otitn ter hicailston, Ariton Oven. Mr.
Mrs. Farm.... Farris, Mrs, Maine
Cherie, Olive Hill, Mr. and and Mrs. Melvin --idertirt, Brunda
lanth
,Smith. Mrs. Otho Farris.- Mr&
Mrs. Porter Elkins, Dorothy Nell. Sue. Mrs. Ma'am- Taylor, Nat Hous.Boyce McCurston, Mrs. Jake Ship- Wilma Fay, Buchanan. Mr. and ton, T
B.Culpepper
:ley. Mrs. Ella Rains. Miss Loma Mrs. C. C. Rose and daughter
• • • • •
,Dye. Miss Evelyn Limb. Miss Ge- Mildred. Detroit.
Jones-Walston
,nella Lamb.
Wedding
Mr. and Mrs Bun Haley. Dorothy
: Miss Wank. Lou Waters. —Miss
,
Mrs. Dee
-Marl' Peal Manning. Miss Ha of Mayfield. Mr...and
Miss Grace Treva Jones and MilMr.
and
and
Willie.
:Lamb. Miss Rosebud Kelley...Miss Parker. Rosie
ton Walston were united in mar'and Mrs.
.Kathleen Chadwick. Otho Farris, Mrs. Thannie Parker. Mr
riage August 17 at 10:00 o'clock.at
daughter Ethel.
:Joe Chadwick. Charles Boyce Mc- Bruce • Parker. and
the home of the Rev. R. F.
Smith, Pauline
•Cuiston, Howell Shipley..., Howard Mr. and Mrs. Alvis
Gregory. They were accompanied
Chaderick. the Rev and Mrs. W. E. Lee. Frona 'Evans, Mrs. Laura Par- by Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lassiter.
Robus
Elizabeth.
and
Ruby.
ker.
Herand
Mrs.
Mr
Chadwick and
For the ceremony,. Mrs. Walston
Parker. Mr.4and Mrs. Buel Parker.
:man Miller
wore navy blue and white. After
and
June
Marjorie.
Gene.
J.
C
were:
, Those sending presents
a bridal tour to Nashville. Bow"
Mrs. Cart Rowland. Mrs. Rollie Parker.
ling Green. and other points of inParke,*
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Rudy
Mr.
:Kelley, Mrs. J. L Culpepper. Miss
terest in Tennessee and Kentucky.
they will be at home at New Concord where Mr. Walston is a
FOR FAMILY
Smith-Hughes teacher in New Concord High School.
HEALTH,
. Mrs. Walston is the niece of
HAPPINESS,
Mr. and Mrs. curt Graham with
use the
whom :she made her home. She is
LAUNDRY
a graduate of Almo High School
and .for the past several months
has, been employed by the H: A.
McElroy Co. in Murray.
- Mr.. Weston, in' he son of Mrs.
Ola-Walston of Almo. .

'lbs. Joe T. to'vet
,t, Fditor

PhOlte

ET

I

IT'S MUCH EASIER
and as cheap when the cost of electricity, soaps,
and the many things needed for home laundry are
considered along with the physical strain and exposure.
MONDAY NEEDN'T BE BLUE MONDAY—

JUST CALL

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
•

•

Will Pittman, 11118K4008
/11Int.
Susie Wells,
Mildred Edding, of Padecirk Miss Zany Holcomb, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Walker and children, Emma Jene
Olive Robinson of Caro, 1111, Alvin mond Colson.
Rushing,
uueltvi
iAMiss
aBnodydBo, bby
.
Gra)
lnaal
Cathay of Louisville, Mrs. Lillie
Those sending gifts were Mr. and
Newt Russell,
and
Mrs. Boyd Gilbert and Mr.
,
ratlo
JMiller,
lenres .
Robert' Miller, Mrs. Kit Redden.
were
ftearnnoon callers
• • • •
ttin
PiA
Mrs.
Margaret Magness, .Bobbie Sue
Susan McCuiston, Miss Ora McMagness of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs, Visitors Entertained
Ed Adams and son Thomas Ed,
Cuiston, Mr.. and Mrs. Thomas McOn Sunday. August 19, friends
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Williams, Mrs.
and detighter, Mary Sue
Cuiston
home
the
at
gathered
relatives
and
Ann Williams, Maxine Scott.
, in Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Pittman and
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pittman,.
Mrs. Sadie Scott, Mrs. W. T. Alhonor of Mr. and Mrs. Cls4.....Lcoiett children, James Thomas and Eons
len, Mr. and Mrs. B. W. McCaslin,
Nell, Miss Evelyn Nanney, Troy
and _family of Anadorko, Okla.
Miss Luela McCaslin, Phillips Mcand Otis Geurin.
swere:
present
Those
Caslin, the Rev. Eurie Mathes,
Leslie Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pittman, Mr.
Wells and sons Oren, Radford and Mrs. Clyde Lovett and chilChiropractor
Will.
dren, Joe. Bradley. and Minnie.
609 West
Mr. and Mrs. Golden Ragsdale, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Geurin and chil- Office at Home
W. C Raesdale, Hellen Ragsdale, dren. James and Eitha Brown. Mr.
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
.A/beist-Titegadale.sad leireaaicia s'nee.easmaid- daugla-n,
ydale, Mrs. Martha Lee, Mr. and ter, Peggy June, Ruby Pittman,1
M. to 6 P. M.
-10iP
'
and Mrs. Hubert Kroeger of Mrs. Billie Wells and children. George Pittman.
St. Lonis, Miss Lurlene Adams of
St. Louis, Oren Adams, C. W.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Adams and children, Mr. and
htre L
Boswell and children,
Mr. and Mr.. Aubrey Adams and
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Conley Adams and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Harnett
Adams and children, Dune Adams
and son Glyn, Mr. and Mrs Raymond Adams. Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Mabre and son, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Shelbiu-n and children.
THREE OF A KIND
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Woffard, Mr.
BEAT A STACKED
and Mrs. Lloyd Case and baby.
DECKI
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson and
children. Mr. and Mrs.. Gordon
Foutch and son Pat, Mrs. Elna
(Adams; Green and daughter.
Joan of Bakersfield, Calif., Mr.
and Mrs. William Furches and son
Harry.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Vac. Milton and son.
A
Mrs. C. W. Bruce, Mrs. Mary Armstrong. Mrs. Annie Adams, Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Turnbow, Mr. and Mrs.
Davis Rudolph, Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
Rudolph and son. Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Alton, Mrs. 04a Travis and
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Barnett and
children. Mr. and Mrs. .Elton Oakley and children, Mr. and M.
Clarence Williams and daughter,
Mr. and Mr4. Maylon Williams. Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Rudolph and children
Miss Christine
Adams,' Sidney
McNeely, Euclid McNeely, Kermit
Kenneth, Miles Brown. Pat Burns,
Johri_lnavis, Palmer Jones, Damon
Harrison. J. C. McDaniel, Miss
Mabel Hon Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
Ross.
The afternoon was spent in singing and music was furnished by.
Mr. Adams and boys.
.Mr. Adams received many gifts.

Stamps, Vernon Trevathan, Fran- Item
ces Dawns, Mary Frances Beaman.
Charlie
Fennel. Mrs. svElnora
James Gilbert. Loretta Fair, Pren- Greenfield. Mrs. Jennie Jackson,
tice Thornton. -Cecil Farris. Harry Miss Martha Nell Short, Miss
Rtinhen Mell Hermon, Lonnie Han- Dorothy Sue Smith, Miss Virginia
sen. Detroit. Mich.. Mozelle Linn. Starks, Rachel Young. Haiold
Allie Tucker, Pete Benson, Hai- Young, Miss Sylvanell Clark of
nan Garner, John Lassiter, Jesse Detroit, Mich.
Oliver- Shelton. Martha Lou Houston, Fannie Lou Lassiter, Roland Oscar Adams Honored
Parker.
Relatives and neighbors gathered
Mary Elizabeth Linn, R. G. Shelton: Conishville. Ky., Ila Grey at the home of Oscar Adams, on
Linn, Sat:nen/len Farris, Emma Nell East side of the county,, Sunday in
Marian, Hari: Fay Adams, Mabel honor uf his fitird birthday.
Those present included:
McKenzie. Evelyn Wilcox. Cecilia
Dodd. Mary Pearl Manning, RobMr and Mrs. Oscar Adams, Mr.
bie McKenzie. Joe E. Chadwick. and Mrs. Treman Adams, Mr. and
Harry Henson. Detroit, Mich., Clar- Mrs Milburn Holland and chilence Henry Perry. Pauline Poy- dren Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Alton,
.Elaine Ahern Jack Dodd, and c
ler. and'Mrs. Hubert
Helen Ruth Spiceland, Modetelitenn.
Lan Lassiter. James Lassiter.
John M Houston, Landis Pogue.
flugh Adams. Connie Adams, Sylvester Dodd, Sue Lynville, Cletus
Dodd, Stanley Dodd. Buck Dodd,
Wilcox, Oneida
Dlekie
Ahart,
Mary Virginia Futrell. Clayton McKenzie. Thomas Ed Fair, Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland, Mr. and
Mrs. Hillis Harris. Mr. and Mrs.
Horace.. McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hale. Mr. and Mrs. Leeman
Nix,
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Holland.
&Ir. and Mrs. Rupert Lassiter, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Clanton, Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Houston, Mr. and
Mrs, Loman Garner, Mr. and Mrs.
lrvan Fair. Mrs. Mattie Smith, Mrs.
Ellen Harris, Mr. and Mrs, Harry
Wilcox. Mrs. Delmus Futrell, Mrs.
B. S. Allbritten. Mr. and Mrs, Walter Lassiter. Mr_ and Mrs. John
Ahart, Mr. and Mrs. Otho Terris.
• • • •

•

Surprise Birthday Dinner

On -Sunday. August 18, -releuves
and friends gathered at -the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett
in honor of Mr. Bennett's 28th
birthday. A bountiful dinner was
spread on the lawn at the noon
hour.
4'
Those preseri. were:
MA and Mrs. Hal.'Starks and
Mr. And Mrs. Lloyd .npirmland -,- _chilkirep,. Neal. Bernard, Pawnee,
J. B.. Mary Jo, and Betty Jean.
Honored
Mr. and Mrs.'Raymond Starks and
Miss Elaine Ahart entertained children, Berlene. Charles Dean,
last Thursday night with a fare- and Ray. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
well party in honor of Mr. and Grugett and daughters, Alice and
Mrs. Uoyd. Spiceland who were Dorothy. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harleaving for their home in Tennes- rison and son Vat. see.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Gore and
Games, social conversation and daughter. Myrtle. Miss Halene Gore
music were enjoyed throughout the and daughter, Robbie, Mr. and Mrs.
evening.
Clay Thomasson and son Jimmie,
The rooms were - decorated with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thweatt Mr. and
gladioli and ferns together ,with Mrs. Edgar Elkins and son. Pat.
other cut flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Ratcliffe. Mrs.
The rez,ister was kept by .Miss W. E. 'Clark and,children, J. W.
Emma Nell When. The honoree and „nucile of. Murray.
.
were given a book with th_e names
Ray Jackson and daughter Mary
Eilna. Mrs. Belle Jackson ott'aduand. addrrre-* of .311 Prese* '7
Delightful refrestfinents drirtrirch cah, Mr. and -,Mrs. James Bilk and
and individual cakes were served daughter Mary Kathryn, Mrs. Murby Mines adpzell Linn and -Allie tie Thweatt. arid- daughter " Lena
Tucker assisted by the hostess.
Pearl. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie BenThose present were:
nett and daughter Gertie. Mr. and
. Mary C. Hicks. Elmo Workman. Mrs. Norman Bennett and chilRobbie Lee Trevathan. Edwin dren. Louise, Charles and Norma

Dr. W. C. Oakley

1

Keep Cool a;;e CAPITOL

a

TODAY and FRIDAY

Saturday

1

And you'll drink in
every git of the hu,
mor;while you-marvel,
at the "kick" in its humawdramaand young
romance t
lrr7
11.

a

• • • •

Surprise Birthday Dinner

REX BELL

OGIERS
9,,kaebiref.
udge
PriestA

RUTH MIX
BUZZ BRRTOR

And
"Popeye"
Cartoon

On August 18, friends, relatpres.
and fienghbois-- ennead: —at- the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Brodie Cathey
in honor of Mr.Cathey's 52nd
birthday.
At noon. a large table was set
on the lawn and a delightful dinner was enjoyed by all. The
honoree received many nice gifts.
Those present were:
Mrs. F. M. Lee. Mr. and Mrs.
J. N. r itagsdale. Mr. and Mrs.'Raymoo
Elwood Phelps, Adolphus_
Phelps. Mr. and Mn Orville Walker. Mr. and Mrs. Son Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Phelps, Thomas Phelps. Mr. and Mrs. Chesley
Cathey.
Miss Maydelle Cathey of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weaks, Miss
Carolyn Weeks, George Weans,
Robert Weaks, Leona Watkins,
Irene Watkins. Mr. and Mn. R. T.
Ca they
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Waldrop and
son Billie Lloyd. Mr. and Mrs. W.

SUNDAY and MONDAY'

4

FROM JUNE
TO
JANUARY
and EVERY MONTH of

the year
FRIGIDAIRE is the most
desired buy in household
aids and gives more comfort and 'satisfaction to
the' housewife: They al- so- give -more home- tom-.
fort per dollar.

With—
Tuesday-Wednesday

and
OUR GANG
in "Teacher's Beau"
Next THURSDAY and FRIDAY

YOUR FAVORITE ,S T
N
IS
HAPPIEST ROLE

Every model with the
super-freezor. Spacious
compartments, even temperatures which give you,
econonv in horn* foods.

JOHNSON-FAINMUSICCO.
4 inn, tioaarr a MYRA& Tosac*Co.

SUIT

CHIC $TCR

MORRIS
Y
L.
El LER$
SCOTTY' SECXETT
HENRI' TRAVERS

THECOUNIT CHAT
, otojterAot; .

FOX iteikifir
e,...wit6

1FWINNVBIADLETKINT TAYLOR' -'
Lewis, Dresser • Mari Rawl, ;
'end STIPIPI.F/T(Nlt "
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-CAseea
Emma Jent
ing, Miss Ina
WA Grays!
were
Mt •
his Ora McThomas Mc % Mary Sue
Pittman and
Las and Euna
ianney. Troy

Dakley
:tor
as West
;ye, Fridays
P. M.

;r..4.
11 11W3liti•:•loort .719• wrAto•
Miss Margaret Tandy entertained
With a bridge-luncheon at the
National Hotel on Thursday in
honor of Mrs. Clay Tandy of Kansas City. Mo,
Mrs. Herbert Drennon won the
Prize for high score and the honor
guest received a gift.
Included were:
Mrs. Clay Tandy, Mrs. E. S.
Diuguid Jr.. Miss. Elizabeth Lovett,
Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mrs. Price Doyle,
Mrs. John Rowlett, Mrs. Herbert
Drennon.
Mrs. G. B. 'Scott. Miss Lucille
Reed of Paducah, Mrs. Franklin,
r. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. Veron Stubblefield, Jr., Miss Maryleaua -Bssisegh...fidras Joe, Lovett• ••• •
A. A. U. W. Gives Luncheon
For Mies Maryleona Bishop

*i

A pretty appointed luncneon was

given at Collegiate Inn Friday by
the --treat chapter of A. A. U. W.
in compliment to Miss Maryleona
Bishop who is a member.
Hand painted brides attractively designed marked the covers
for twenty-two.
Mrs. J. W. Carr, president gave
a beautiful tribute to the honoree
and presented her with a silver
pitcher engraved with A. A. U.
W. Miss Bishop wore a corsage
which was also the gift of the
group.
Present were:
Miss Maryleona Bishop. Mrs. C.
A. Bishop, Mrs. .J. W. Carr, Mrs.
John Rowlett, Mrs. Mary McCoy
Hall, Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mrs. G. B.
Pennebakers Miss Evelyn Linn,
Mrs. Joe Lovett, Miss Mildred Bot0,
usan •errels
Mrs. R. M. Blemker, Miss Emma
Helm. Miss Ruth, Sexton, Miss
Nellie May Wyman, Miss Clara
Rimmer. Miss Floy Robbins, Miss

THAT'S WHAT THEY ALL SAY ABOUT

KEEN JOHNSON

KIND
1CKED

Caihdidate for the
Democratic Nomination for

LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR
BIOGRAPHICAL
OUTLI NE
Editor, Richmond, Ky., Register.

ELL
rron

Former President Kentucky
Press Association.
World War Veteran
Overseas Record.

with

President Kentucky University Alumni Associa"tion.
Secretary Democratic State
Committee.
KEEN JOHNSON

Don't Waste Time!
Vote for Keen Johnson

Sexton.

Miss

Beatrice also played nuptial music during
-the ceremony. • s "ffilleShillhat tireeinVII-taxe
Franklin Inglis.
The bride carried a bouquet of
Mrs. John Miller had bridge pink sweetheart roses and pink
guests at her apartment on Thurs- crepe myrtle and Miss Purdom carday afternoon.
ried pink pladioli.
Prize for high score went to Mrs.
attractive
Mrs. Williams, -an
G. B. Pennebaker.
blonde, is the youngest daughter of
A plate lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Broach. She
Mrs. G. B. Penriebaker, Mrs. is a graduate of Murray High
Blackburn,' Mrs. J. H. School and holds her degree from
Walter
Branch, Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs. Murray State College _where she
Joe Lovett, Mrs. M. G. Carman, was , a member of the Allenian
Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs. Otis Ed- Literary Society, the Girls' Quartet, and the Varsity Club. She
wards.
will be a member of the Concord
High School faculty this fall.
Mrs. Frames Harris Farmer
Gives Party For Bride-Elect
Mr. Williams is- the son of Mr.
and Mrs. L. D. Williams. He gradParties fur
Maryleona uated from Murray High School
Miss
w1ar.L wi.1L-1114.4.
-ftwlithest-e--eourseof Louisville September the 4th, Electrical School in Chicago. At
go -on unabated.
present he is connected with JohnMrs. Frances Harris Farmer en- son-Fain Music Co.
tamed with a bridge party in
•• •• •
her honor Friday aftehmon.
- Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Humphreys,
Bouquets of _summer - flowers South Fourth street, will entertain
were used effectively in the roo
in their home this week end severher apartment whtch were- al visitors from widely scattered
thrown together.
points in the United States.
Prizes for, high and second high
The guests.. will include J. R.
scores went to Mrs. R. R. Meloan Humphreys who is returning after
and Mrs. Jack Farmer respectively. an absence of thirteen years. Mr.
The honoree received a lovely gift. Humphreys is general manager of
A salad plate was served.
the Liggett chain of drug stores
Included were:
in Los Angeles, Calif.
Sledd, Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs.
Mrs. Roberta Wheeler HumWhitnells Mrs. Raleigh Meloan, phrey. accompanied by Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Ed Diuguid. Jr., Mrs. Harry Grey, will motor from Miami, Fla
Sledd, Mrs. A. Y. Yancey, Mrs. She will spend her vacation in
Marvin Fulton.
Murray. recuperating from a severe
Mrs. Gordon Johnston, Mrs. J illness.
H. Branch, Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth Humphreys McCale
Hat Ryan Jr., Mrs. Pat Ryan., of Nashville, Term., will probably
Miami, Fla., Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, arrive in Murray Saturday to spend
Miss Margaret Tandy.
the week end.
Mrs. Clay Tandy, Mrs. Herbert
C0.11111 Linn Humphreys, who is
Drennon, Mrs. M. G. Carman, Mrs. playing with Richard Cole and His
Mrs. Palmer House Orchestra, arrived
Jr.,
Stubblefield
Vernon
Frances McLean, Mrs. Zelna Carter, last Thursday for a stay of two
Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
or three weeks. He has been in
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. Frank Chicago with the Cole orchestra for
Albert Stubblefield, Mrs. Bryan the past month and a half.
• • .• •
Langston, Mrs. J. K. Farmer, Mrs.
Marshall Berry, Mrs. Walter Black- Grouji Enjoys Outing At
burn, Mrs. C. L. Sharboroughs
Peggy Ann
Tea guests were Mrs. C. A.
Last Sunday a group of young
Bishop, Mrs. A. C. Farmer, Mrs.
Bonnie Houston, Mrs. Marvin Ful- people enjoyed an outing at Peggy
Ann Spring.
a
ton.
A delicious picnic lunch was
served at the noon hour.
Popular Couple Wed
•
The afternoon was spent in
Miss Robbie Mae Broach and swimming and kodaking. •
Mr. J. R. Williams were married at
Those enjoying the caning were:
the home Of the bride at nineOdell Henson, Allie and Butha
thirty o'clock Friday morning, Tucker, Leon Burkeen, Lonnie,
August the sixteenth. The impress- Luck and Harry Henson of Detroit,
ive ceremony was said by the Rev. Mich., Dewey and Cody Tucker
E. B. Motley before an improvised and Pete Henson.
altar of palms and pink and' white
• • •. •
White candles burned
gladioli.
Miss Roxie Sparkman-entertained
during the service. The attendants
were Miss Katherine Nis:1°m and at her home Tuesday evening in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Mr, C. C. Hughes.
Mrs.-' Roy Farmer played the Sparkman of Barger, Texas.
Small tables with bright ginAlem
Lohengrin Wedding March for eritrance of the wedding party arid vovers were placed on the lahsn
and 'a picnic plate was served.
The guest list included:
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Suiter, Mr. and
Mrs. Carmon Graham, Mr. and Mrs.
Matt Sparkman of Benton. Mr and

MEE

Mrs. C S. Lowry, Preston Holland,'Mimi Rachel Hood.
and. l'aul Perdue.
guests were:
• ••• •
Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Miss MaryMrs. Bryan Tolley Is Host
leona Bishop, Mrs, E. P. Phillips,
Ts Erwin Circle
Mrs. M. 1'. Morris, Mrs. J. D. Sexties Mrs. E. B. Ludwick, Miss
The Erwin Circle of the M. E. Margaret Wooldridge.
Missionary Society met with Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Gingles. Mrs. P. A.
Bryan Tolley August the 20th.
Hare Mrs. Geo. Upchurch. Mrs. W.
Mrs. W. A. Bell conducted an inL Whitnell, Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
teresting Bible study on "Martha
Mrs. B. W. Spire, Miss Evelyn
and Mary".
Linn.
During the social hour the host
Mrs. Lula Gatlin, Miss Emily
had a vegetable contest which the
Wear, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield
members enjoyed. A lovely ice
Sr., Mrs. W. H. Graves, Mrs. Lula
course was served. Mrs. N. P. HutRisenhoover, Mrs. Joe Ryan, Mrs.
him, Mrs. Talmadge Robinson, and
Elizabeth Burnett, Mrs. David McMrs. Durant Fair assisted the host
Connell.
in tjse hospitalities.
The neitt nieeting will be SepHoward Reunion
tember 17th with Mrs. Jesse Wallis.
Onoresatuust-10c-osierttves grr.i
Mrs Lula Risenhoover dismiss- at the home of M. and Mrs.
ed the meeting with prayer.
Robert Ketso. of Lynn Grove. A
bountiful dinner was spread on the
long dining table.
ChHitian Cluircli- Group Has
Those present were ag follows:
Outing At Metropolis Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Armstrong-and
Mrs Ishjtyln Fulton's Sunday daughters, Rebecca and Roberts-,
School Class of the First Christian Mr. and Mrs. Brown Howard and
Church had an all day picnic at children, Charles,. Billy and Anna
Metropolis Lake Thursday.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey HowEach member invited a guest.
ard and daughter Reba, Mr. and
Ohsperones who drove the girls Mrs. Roland Howard, Mayfield,
and boys were Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Howard and
vin Fulton, Mrs. Arthur Farmer, children, Wanda. J. D., and Hurl
Mrs. R M. Pollard, Mrs. Lube Veal, B.
Mr. Zelna Carter, Mr. W. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Tabors, and
Moser.
son, Mayfield, Mrs. W. A. Taylor,
Others who. enjoyed the, day Sedalia, Ed ,Brown and son, Wes' ley, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Rebecca
James Dale Clopton, Dale Melu- Howard, Lynn Grove. Mrs. Clelon
gin, Henry Fulton, Bob Melugin. Reagan and sons. Otis, Tyrus, HarTom P"rank Farmer, Jimmie Hart. old, Glenn, and Joe, Ridgley. Tenn.
Billie Pollard_
'Mrs. Lovie Hill and daughters,
Charles Farmer. Mary Nee Farm- Shirley and Patsy of Chicago. Ill.,
er, Annie Lee Farley, Martha Lou Mrs. Sula Kinsey, Chicago, III., Mrs.
Barber, Lucile Motley. Virginia Margie Richardson and children.
Veal. Virginia Hoffman.
Bobby. Joe and Edith. Mr. and
Mary Jiiiir.tha Farmer, Joan Ful- Mrs. M:'L.4 West. Mr. and Mrs.
ton. Caroline Jennings of Akron, Robert Kelso and sons, Howard
Ohio. Charline Allbritten, Edith and Emmitt.
Jones. Evelyn Oglesby.
•• • • •
ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
Mrs. 0. J. in:mints Sr..
—STOP AT —
Entertains For Visitors
Mrs 0. J. Jennings Sr., entertained with a bridge-tea at her
home one- West Poplar Wednesday
afternoon in compliment to her
houseguests, Mrs. C. B. Porter of
Memphis. Mrs. Charles Jennings
of Detroit, and Mrs. 0. J. Jennings Jr.. of Los Angeles, Calif.
Prizes for high, second high, and
third high scores went to Mrs. E.
S. Diuguid Jr., Mrs. C. L. Sherb
borough, and Mrs. Marshall Berry.
The honor guests also received
lovely gifts.
Miss Caroline Jennings, of Akron,
Ohio, Miss Marilyn Mason, Miss
Frances*Bradley, and Miss Eleanor
Gatlin assisted in serving deligntful refreshments.
Bridge guests were:
kers. J. K. Farmer, Mrs. Joe Lancaelfr, Mrs. D. H. Siress, Mrs. C. L.
Shartiorough. Mrs. B. F. Scherffius,
Mrs. Marshall Berry, Mrs.. Bryan
Langston.
Mrs. J. R Oury. Miss Lula Clayton Beale, Mrs. Frances McLean,
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett. Miss Frances
Sexton, Mrs. E. J. Beale. Miss Mary
Coleman„, Mrs. E. ,S. Diuguid Jr..

North Fourth. I hope to see many
sC--‘1.;(-isessla-tPere.
Thanking you,
I wish to thank my friends and
Mrs. C. 0. Beech
customers who were so liberal in
giving me patronage in my connection with the Murray Garment Co.
It was a pleasure to serve you
there and I am very thankful for
On August 26, 1935, the underyour klfoinesses.
signed as committee for Mar/
I have resigned from the position Sasseen will file a settlement in the
to join my husband. C. 0. Beech, ailoway County Court.
in the operation of his business
FIRST NATIONAI. BANK
which is to open next eseek on
By E. P. Phillip:, Receiver

Than4 IR
:
Y(1v

NOTICE

Remembrance of
Your Loved Ones - - -

WE CAN MAKE FOR YOU .... A stone
of impressiveness that will last through
the years against weather ravages, at a
very reasonable price. We use ,only the
best of granite and marble.

WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Shortest and Best Routes to
Chicago and St. Louis
FREE INFORMATION
to all points north and west
REST ROOMS FREE ICE WATER
__ SINCLAIR GAS and OHS ___
We especially invite our Kentucky'
friends

Our experience and record of service is
our recommendation to you.
_
Our costs are always uniform—figured
on a basis of actual costs of production.

Refreshing Relief
Because of the refreshing relief It
has brought them, thousands of ram
and women, who could afford much
more expensive laxatives, use BlackDraught when needed. It is very
economical, purely vegetable. highly
effective.
Mr. J. Lester Roberson.
well known hardware dealer at MarOakville. Vs.. writes. -I sertsinly sin
reememend Msek-brseght as s splendid
nsedicine I have Mken 11 for eonstlmtlan
and the dell feelings that follow, end have
Monad 11 Tory astistsatarr."

t

For this mission you would want something of simple, yet impressive beauty, to
mark the spot of their last resting place.

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

When You Need a Laxative

• .5 •

REMEMBER
Markers may be ha& for wattle as $10 •

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLDIE ORR,

Manager

Murray. Ky.

East Main Street

TELEPHONE 121

BLACK-DRAUGHT

We Are Daily
RECEIVING

Fall Shoes
at the

NEW SHOE_
STORE

-

Ch
COME RIGHT OVER TO LERMAN
BROS.' MERCHANDISE CIRCUS
AND ORIGINAL

BIG
DAYS *0
-

SEE THE COLORFUL
FOUR-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT SENT YOU- THROUGH MAILS

You can get many
BARGAINS
SUMMER SHOES
YET
Prices slashed to close
out all summer shoes.
and

GOLD

R GANG
,'s Beau"

"Look Daddy!"

AY

HIS
ROLE
t.

?MN
y buoy
NIT" —

Frances
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Loom

ICE
CREAM

Nothing pleases them more anti. nothing is better for them than
rich creamy ice cream. It's healthful, invigorating and a food that is
cooling for these hot, sizzling days.
- -Eat GOLDBLOOM Ice Cream at any time, any day. For dessert
time GOLDBLOOM will win by popular vote of the family every time.

All Flavors at Your Dealers

T.O.Turner

CARNIVAL
THE GREATEST

IPOCICIEOCIEOCIDE

TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO—
Paducah: 8 A. M.. 11 A.
5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. bL;5P.M.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

"SHOW"
A Grand Parade of Super Values
Starts Thursday Morning... It's
A Gala Showing of New Things
at Thrilling Low Prices.

Connections to St. Louis. Chicago,
0etrolt, and Everywhere.
R t"—
g
1C
1 D

Nnomemenrnikee

Te,mlnal, at SIXTH and MAIN

INCOMPORATCO.

PADUCAH, KY.

TENTH and MON ROE

A

LERMAN
BROS.
Murray, Kentucky

mu RAY LINES
Phone 454

•

YOU EVER GOT
FOR YOUR MONEY

.

•

•

..

" • I"- —

•••
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but those who .have known bun
since boyhood days declare he does
not have the ability. But even
were he the ablest man in the s
he is too completely the thrall of
Ben Johnson to give Kentueky the
kind of administration it needs and
deserves.

support Ur. Chandler -ha the run- I through the thin veil behind which
off
Mr Wallis wag against
I Ben Johnson and Dan Talbot are
sack tax pacausie hir has a su - trying na)litie- They easily per.•
ILSISSOSICark.r.::*11111MMere•
toSeit* 116.‘re •
teal MN* that anything might happen
•CansiolleatIola dl The Morena Ledger, The Calloway Tiaies ad The
estate taxes on his thoulebds of under a Johnson-Talbot administraTimes-Herald. October 30, 1928.
of
rich
acres
Bluegrass laud and tion which has offered no specific
Published by The Callow-ay County Publishing Co., Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
when he was in the neilebefY he remedy for any short-coming or
had no platform or program at all mal-adjustment They might not
Joe T Lovett
Editor
Mr. Chandler's plea for votes so be naturally turns to Mr. Chand- like the sales tax and many other
has been based on two principal ler who was in the same boat with things about the state administraEntered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter reasons he offers. The first
tion but they infinitely Prefer to
is that him all the time. Mr. Wails got
he gave Us the primary this year nice vote in this section from many endorse its outstanding member
and the second is that he is against who admired him personally and than to have any more Ben JohnMEMBER
the salmi lax. Mr. Chandler very he did have the distinction of not sonism at Frankiort
Tom .Rhea is an exemplary citireluctantly, we understand, called being supported by any 14 the old
104TIONAI. EDITOPIAl. the special session last March that bi-partisan gang except Mr. Klair zen in ever particular. He Is a
brought the primary, because he whom he had gotten under his Christian gentleman who never
/ 933 himself was a child of the convert- obligation in the Chapinan-Erown took a drink in his life and doesn't
ton. And, as we have pointed out fight last year. We sureties that even smoke. tils language, liis
in this column before, the records Mr. Wallis will not be able to de- manners, his life and character are
eiC•1.1111.1.4 araitt•
of tha, last
three gubernatorial liver his vote lock, stock and bar- clean as the new snow. His critics
Subscription Rates:--In First Congressional District and Henry and campalkns show that Mr. Rhea and rel to Mr. Chandler. In the first were soundly and completely re..5tewart cQun'tjm. Taw. 1019.),3111/C..Kentar.b..1.14fk..zsawhstr- 4348stele have been for n penning *see, Me Nati* -doer- not own pudtated- in the -2tret-primary in
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market once and for a
convention twice those voters. They were doubtless which he receited the greatest
furnished upon appiication.
and that Mr. Chandler and his glad to support him in the first number of votes ever polled for a
d .bave _been_ .for _ a prtmary primary but it u_ao, excejlenLguess candidate in....a statewide primary
that they will resent Mr. Wallis' in Kentucky. He got a plurality
The issues are exactly the same bnce and foe a .convention twice.
attempt to deliver them over to on the first vote and will win by
lin the run-ofras they were in the
On the sales tax.. Mr. Chandler
somebody else 'Without their being an 'overwhelming majority on Sepfirst aasimary in which - Mx. Rhea stands
crumb:tad'in his own court.
committed In fact, large numbers tember 7.
reeeived a handsome plurality over For when,
ha celled the special neAction of the Democratic party J Mrs. Chandler. But for the-a
atest of the General Assembly to of them have already declared
In the September 7 primary .'ill of Mr. Rhea. Mr. ehanciler would consider the primary law he could their intention of supporting Mr.
not only deterrnioe the future:of have already been eliminated as a just as easily and conveniently in- Rhea who has a specific program
_
the party in Kentueky for the coin- candidate for °overuse.- Incident- cluded in the call a measure to re- for the state's schools, real estate
ing four years but will have an im- ally. Mr. Rhea received the largest peal the sales tax. He could have exemption and old-age pensions.
No one attacked Mr. Wallis in
portant bearing on the outcome of vote ever cast for a Governor in • done it just as easily as not, he was
The Louisville Courier-Journal
the National elections in 1936 when primary election in Kentucky. Not the only person in the state of the first primary because he was would lead its readers to believe
. President Roosevelt comes up for all of the 202.000 persons who voted Kentucky who could do so, and he never enough in the race to attract that State troops were sent to Har• endorsement Anyone who thinks for him were weed-cutters or kicked the opportunity aside. No a great deal of attention from any lan county on election day for the
the President is going to have easy otherwise depend on the state or man who did .sufh a thing can ever of his opponents. Me.-Wallis was purpose of intimidating voters of
selling next year -has not properly •Federal government for a single convince the people of the state of passed off as a "nice man", which that county and preventing 'them
-informed himself.' on- the state of. iota of their income, directly or in- his sincere an genuine opposition he undoubtedly is, However, Mr. from exercising their right of sufWallis ought to have no quarrel
public, opinion in this country and directly. Job-holders did vote for to the sales tax.
frage. The Courier-Journal has a
with "machine politics" for during
changes in the public's attitude Mr. Rhea: nobody denies that. But
The election of Mr. Chandler
peculiar way of creating false imhis
residence
numerous
are
not
in
so
as those promises the state nothing
New York he was pressiOns
toward the New Deal during the they
but an
in the interest of some
a
member
who
voted for Mr. Chandler under opportunity for
of the greatest political
past twelve months.
Kentucky
Ben Johnson to pay
favored candidate.
being the first state to elect a promise or hope of a job in event his political scores and reward his machine of all time—nothing less
The trouble bctweon the State
than Tammany. It is generally
If you seek the political henchmen. Were the
Governor just prior to the New of his election
imMary national teas next year. the evidence of this statement look possible to happen—and you can understood that'a great part of Mr. administration and Sheriff Middle, .results of this coming Novernihr's about you. The great majority of rest assured that it won't—and Mr. Wallis' present income is from re- ton of Harlan county started when
.eontest between Democrats and Re- them were. necessarily, thinking Chandler be elected Governor it newal insurances premiuift which an attempt was made by United
publicans will be eagerly grasped vciters of the commonwealth who would simply mean that Ben John- he was able to secure as one of Mine Workers to organize the Haras a straw•which shows the way see in Mr_ Rhea an experienced, son's friends instead of Mr. Rhea's the big Indians in the Tammany lan coal field. The Sheriff and
_
the operators were aligned on one
— • Nie wind is blowing by whichever qualified, honest executive who has friends would hold down the state wigwam.
Naturally. Mr. Wallis doesn't care side with the union organizers on
-ride triumphs Even a small ma- a sound and definite program for. jobs. When the next campaign
!or the Democratic nominee Kentucky and the honesty to tell came along, the employees of the for the sales tax tar--• man of his the other. Governor Laffoon sent
will be acclaimed by the Republi- the voters that it takes money to highway department would kick immense wealth doesn't have to troops to Harlan several months
cans as proof of the New Deal's carry out any kind of a project, into _the "kitty" or lose their jobs. worry about the real estate tax on ago to protect organizers for the
his hundreds of acres of rich, Blue- United Mine Workers. It was at
government or otherwise.
"decreasing popularity.' We know ii would happen for
this time that the Governor incurOn the other hand, they saw that is exactly. what happened grass land. We would suggest that
. Bearing -these facts in mind, Tom
red the enmity of Sheriff MiddleRhea' propdsed to -Happy" Chand- and, still see in Mr Chandler a Wont when Ms. Johnson was all the big landed aristocrats go ton,
The Harlan Sheriff was for
ler that vituperation and abuse in young' charlatan whose insincerity running the highway department. with Mr. Wallis while - the spoor
Mr. Chandler and against Mr.
the first primary be forgotten and is written on his face and in his' In fact, Mr. Johnson is the fellow landowner who sadly needs an exRhea.
In Harlan county the
that the real and fundamental eyes as Plainly. as "Mere Tekel who invented the idea of compell- emption for his meagre means of
sheriff really is the law.
issue—a specific program for the 1,4)11er/ie.'. were written on the ing the state employees to put in livelihood—his farm—support Mr.
Sheriff Middleton named 16 perThey the .campaign fund Or get out. And Rhea who pledges a home and
next four years in Kentucky—be walls at Beishazzer's feast
sons by the name of Middleton to
thoroughly discussed in the run-off see in Mr. Chandler a weak and they show, too. that Mr. Johnson farm exemption up to $7,500.
It is no mere bugaboo thrown out serve as election officers on August
primary. Having no" program what- willing tool in the hancis of Ben had more relatives on his payroll
3. The Sheriff also named 65 of
ever except vague promises to give Johnson. the vicious old bad man than any other man who ever held by Mr. Chandler's opponents that
his own deputies to serve as eleceverybody everything they might of Bardstown who has politically public office in Kentucky. And if Ben Johnson would be the Govtion officers, and in the larger Harwish for or demand while. at the assassinated one Democrahic and you had rather a gang of Nelson ernor, in actual fact, of Kentucky_
Ben - Johnson who helped secure lan precincts the polls were mansame time. pledging himself to one Republican Governor of Ken- county catholics have the jobs than
ned solely by deputy sheriffs. Furabolish the sales tax without spec:- tucky. Neither Democrats or Re- Logan county protestants, you can the election of Sampson when
ther. 1.800 more ballots than were
tying any other means of revenue: publicans can trust him siiir get go ahead and vote for Mr. Chand- Beckharri was the nominee of the
Democratic party in. Kentucky in allowed by law were printed in
and having no weapon whatever along with him.
ler and Mr Johnson.
1927: Ben Johnson who then fell Harlan county and distributed to
but the feeble and crude instruWere Mr. Chandler_ left to his
Rhea forces need not be disthe precincts.
ment of mud. Me. Chandler natur- own devices he might make a turbed over the announcement by out with Sampson had passed the
The law requires no registration
ripper bill which took the appointally refused the proposition
passable Governor of Kentucky: erederick A. Wallis that he will
ment ct the highway cornalaskin of voters in coal camps. With
out of the Governor's hands and Middleton's kinsmen and deputy
placed it in the power of the sheriffs in charge of the election
Lieutenant-Governor and the At- anything could have happened. The
Harlan county machine which is
torney-Generali Ben Johnsonwas tooth and toe nail for the con- built around the sheriff's office was
vention in 1931 and helped nomi- against Mr Rhea, and if allowed to
nate and elect Governor Laffoon; operate unhampered that machine
Ben Johnson who then, got mad at can really function. State troopers
Laffoon because he couldn't run the merely checked the number of perwhole show and trotted out the sons who went into 'the polls. As
Lieut-Governor as his candidate in a result there was no stuffing of
a primary when he saw he didn't that boxes. An honest electien was
We know you would, yet in your
have a chance in a convention-that held and both sides got a square
household materials you do not always
deal. State troops are not an odhe had always favored
secure the best and most efficient—the
The people of Kentucky aren't dity in Harlan county. When
and
Middleton
Circuit
suckers. They have already seen Sheriff
• •
specialist—to aid you unless you are
Judge Gilbert were elected to their
• • ••
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A Definite Program
vs Indefinite Promises

Why Troops Were
Sent to Harlan

present offices tlicy requested the
Govrnor to send State troops to
Harlan county to assure an hope,st
election. Now they are on the
other side and they talk about intimidation of voters.—Union County Advocate, Morgiinfield.
4E.

jr1JST JOTS
41IF$yJo.

•

inclined can ting conest .over 490 woolen is
Those
plenty of opportunity in merely trying to uphold the honor
find
of the masculine sex which ha:Ethiopia.
• • '1'.• h..
•
• - 4,hercs. *7-1,4/ heMelleCrItingand
• •, 7
during the
A west Kent LIL ky editor, who smoking by the
supported Huddleston for governor. past few years.
in his paper test week had the folThe world's longest title is in the
lowing comment:
language of diplomacy and is
"Roses are red.
"Ambassador extraordinary and
Violets are blue,
And
plenipotentiary,"
minister
Huddleston ran, but
quite often the bearer has gotten
The others flew."
tangled in the mazes of it and gotinto a war.
To which another added the fol- ten his country
• • • • •
lowing second verse:
In the olden days quarrels
"If Huddleston ran,
between nations were often setlled
Alid the others flew;
by each choosing a champion to
What in the world.
settle the Issue In combat. A notDid Wootton dot"
able example was David a
Goliath. It would doubtless pie,
No license is required to hunt
there the Ethipoes to settle the Italian
And
trouble —Exchange,
n that awry, letting - Primo- •." seems to be on bag-limit.
Canera represent the wops and Joe
Louis standing for the honor of
The Giants got'dizzy playing the .the colored race.
Cards lüt Friday-.
• • • •
The Republicans hope Mt. &woe_
One of Will Rogers' famous velt will have to park his hide at
cracks was that the Republicans,- Hyde Park after Maig
.
'4, 1937.
••• • •
when in power-Thad tine year of
one
that
and
prosperity in four
, According to the Corbin Timeswas always election year.
Tribune a roadside sigh in the
•••••
West reads: "4,076 people died last
We hope the new streets in year of gas: 39 inhaled it, 37 put a
Elizabethtown will not be as lighted match to it and 4.000
sharp as..tiall- short editorial com- stepped on it."
ment/via -the News of that city, but
as fine as the beloved editor of
Read the (3aissified Column.
that unexcelled newspaper, Col.
Harry A. Sommers.

pugnaciously

The untimely and tragic death
of Will Rogers removes from the
picture of America its most colorful figure and strikes a feeling of
dismay in the hearts of literally
millions of admirers. Will Rogers
was clean and wholesome and
tura Aviiat-umastii- tile bunter rich,
mellow and true, His "plainness
moved us more than eloquence".
The secret of Will _Rogers' foe-.
cess was -that he had the correct
philosophy of life. There might
have been people he didn't admire
but we believe there wasn't a person on earth thatim actually disliked.
He had everything to make him
happy—and he was happy. Something that is rarely true. Rogers
was wealthy, he had a fine and
admirable family and he was personally universally liked, admired
and
appreciated.
There
was
nothing strange in the fact that
he risked his life by flying everywhere opportunity presented. He
believed in air travel as the mode
And as smooth.as the hospitality
of transportation of the fu e and of that splendid little city when it
he cheerfully ran the
Kentucky Press
s there entertained the
were to prove his çatfidenee and Association seven years ago.
1 O'clock P. M.
•• • • 1
faith in flying_ Het- could not have
Five miles south of Lynn
heen afraid -ancr been Will Roger*:
It may be soft ball but most of
Will Rogers proved that he was us are hard losers.
Grove at late Mary E. Rog•• •
one of those exceedingly hare iners place,
dividuals who "could walk with
A new al bill is coming out when
kings, and yet not lose the com- most of us have our difficulties HOUSEHOLD & KITCHEN
mon touch". He was a believer in with the old ones.
FURNITURE
• • • • •
and practicioner of the old-fashioned virtues. He loved frankness,
Z. C. ORR, Administrator
A Boston M3.1 who won a knitsincerity and honesty; his way of —
living and his way of thinking 9
were both unaffected and unadorned by any pretense whatever.
Millions will struggle for words
to pay him appropriate tribute and
as well as
we confess our inadequacy to portray his life and character with
justice; but we like to feel that he
would choose' to be remembered
may need attentiork,to eyestrain
simply as a plain man who contributed something to human hapthat is robbifig them of their
piness and innocent pleasure.
effectiveness in their work.

PUBLIC SALE

Saturday, August 31

The School Children
The Teacher

Huey declares he will run as an
independent if he fails to get the
Presidential nomination but that
doesn't mean he will get anywhere
with the independent thinker.

Eyestrain will lead to sleepiness, often a slight headache
and the individual is not fully capable. If study is
tiresome and dreadful or if you have eyestrain,
have an examination.

Just wondering whether the new
stove installed in the White House
Is to do the New Deal up brown.

Purdorn Building

DR.0. C. WELLS
OPTOMETRIST

4-.

Get The Most,
Competent Doctor
,

•

DONT PRESCRIBE
FOR YOU

Mechanical Refrigeration can be
only 40 per cent efficient and supplies
only cold storage. Does not supply mois. ture or give elimination.

I

Ice Plent
iful'---- . ,. '
_

is what the 'home needs 1 - ---- '-. '-1.h‘
JP
these hot days for the man/
'
I
uses for which ice is -neede4
in more than the most minute quantities.
•,-,1114
"
____
_
4
•t -Beeities being the most •
t itt,
! •
satisfactory refrigerant in
_
respect to supply, Ice is the
. .11
_.
most healthful for it keeps
-Jr'
• ,
•
your foods in a cold moist
e
chamber of washed air . . .
The most natural and most
efficient means of food preservation.
ILLED
'F
'

PROTECT
YOUR
HEALTH

Keep Your Ice Box

WHEN YOU ARE ILL AND ICE IS
NEEDED
ICE is needed and NOT cold storage space. Milk and
Ice Funds everywhere, in all cities, show the relationship of properly kept foods, ICE and HEALTH.
ICE for HEALTH and cooling drinks at all 'ffigies
when ice is used.

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
Incorporated

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager

q

UNSEEN
THINGS!
Can you look at a bottle of milk and tell what
it contains? It may not be clean. It may contain disease germs. It may have a high bacteria
count, a bad odor or off flavor.
11.VieZ.

IT IS OUR)0B,

4_

.

NOW!

and have a LIVABLE HOME
While Costs are LOW!

one of the many who are using ice for
refrigeration.
.

,

1

CHECK-UP

For ServICE---z-Telephone 64

. I

If
"

to know what kind of milk you get from us. To
see that it is clean and pure and of a good flavor.
To see that it is properly pasteurized and bottled
and delivered to you as the very best and SAFEST
milk it is possible to produce.
RESPONSIBILITY? Yes, we realize it keenly—but we are "ON THE JOB" all the time to
live up to it.

USE SUNBURST PASTEURIZED

•.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
GET 1935 PRICES!
YOUR BUILDING DOLLAR IS NOW AT ITS PEAK IN VALUE and
naturally now is the time to build, remodel and repair and then it
is
only a few months until wintry weather sets in.

Live in a Comfortable Home This Winter
RETURN MILK BOTTLES
When yoa buy a bottle of milk, you' astitiont an (obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from ohich you bought the milk.

Murray Milk Products Co.
-L=2TelePhOhe 191

and at the same time be paid for it. That is a true statement if you
need to and intend to build, repair, or remodel. Costa are going
up
and must go higher.
Come in and talk to us about building conditions and
plans.

Calloway County Lumber Co.
TELEPHONE 72

Incorporated
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tobacco contract signers of Calleway county., Some question has
arisen' as to the division -6f this
sneak al& ass tenants All 1934
---ratall14., are to gel the lame per
cent of this check as the total dollars of their crop is to the .total
market value of the 1834 crop
under contract. Thus, if a tenant
sold $120.00 of tobacco and received
two-thirds of it and the farm
sold a total of $500.00 the tenant is
due two-thirds of twenty-four per
cent of the second adjustment
check. Suppok the check was
$30.00, the tenant is to get 2-3 of
24 per cent of $30.00 or $4.80. This
always goes to the Ina tenant regardless of where he has gone

Shirley-Has Finest
Role in New Filo
"Bright 'Eyes° 111;i' 'ciatlWing
Dramatic Story of Airport

Ilsaeot.
Shirley Temple, most sensational
screen discovery of the year, at
last has "the perfect Screen vehicle." That, at any rate, is the gist
of the enthusiastic advance accounts which .precede Fox Film's
"Bright Eyes" to the Capitol Theatre, where it will begin an engagement on Sunday.
Hollywood and New York have
previewed this newest of Shirley's
films and have voted It a story
ideally suited to the extraordinary
_talents of this child 5,4„r.
written eipeciali for her and is
described as a remarkably human
and heart-warming narrative.
The dramatic - story-or
Engrrt
Eyes" was suggested to David Butler, direchir, by a real-life incident
occurring at a commercial airport
near Los Angeles. He told it to
Sol M. Wurtrel, Fax Film producer, who at once grew enthusiastic about the idea as a vehicle
for the remarkable child star. Butler and Edwin Burke, f,amous
screen writer, collaborated on the
story, which was then adapted to
the screen by William Conselman.

Some tobacco checks are not
here and in most samil_hut nut all the
proanceri-hive not signed the 1634
marketing card. If a producee -thas
not received the check or notice
ptease-be -rare the-i934 marketing
card is not the reason

TIM GOVERNOR'S RACE

Livestock

The Kentuckian-Citizen supported Fred A Wallis for Governor.
He is from Paris, Kentucky, our town, and Bold:4k -ijefrixe
....f0f7 9T. 4.0414 111, Aug.
county.
S. D. A_)-Hogs, receipts 4,500;
Now, as our neighbor is out of the race, we are supporting market slow,. 154325c lower; pip
THOS. S. RHEA.
and light lights sharing loss; no
This is why.
early action on' weighty butchThe primary election on Sept. 7th is not to E-lect a Governor but ers, early sales 180-223 lbs. $11.50
to' SE-lect a democratic candidate to run against a republican candift 6(60, mostly $11.50; top $11.60; few
date--Judge King Swope. In our opinion the man for the democntal 170 lbs. $1125435; 140-160 lbs.
to select is Rhea.
$10.50u 11.00; 110-130 lbs. $9.25e
Rhea will do what he SAYS he will do. He thinks and arts for 10.25; stock pigs down to -$8.00;
himself.
sows $0.25ft 10.25.
Good Roads
Cattle, receipt*. 3,800, calves, 2.Rhea will give Bourbon County, the Blue Grass region and all of
000; open generally steady on all
Kentucky GOOD ROADS. The road,. he has built in his own highclasses; few native steers downway district - prove he -knows how to build roads.
ward from $10.00411 cars Oklahoma
Good Schools
grassers on sale; mixed yearlings
Rhea will give us GOOD SCHOOLS and SCHOOL BOOKS FREE.
and heifers $8.0009.50:b eef cows
He says: "Kentucky's best crop is our children and I stand for giving
$4.50rr5.__„50: cutters and low cut.
ahem EADUGAV1014111-,
ten IffSts3.75; top sausageb ulls
Rhea will bring FACTORIES to Kentucky to give our
people$3.75, few $6.003 up vealers PM;
WORK and "WAGES.
.•
nominal - range slaughter steers
'".

--

-43”011111
4,43.75.

Rhea will make FARMS and HOMES worth up tp $7500 TAX

slaughter- hefferfr

The home demonstration agent LOST-dog, black and tan- female
Of Breathitt county helped In a hound. 31a years old. Gardner
recreational program for Lee's Col- Curd. Hazel R. 2.
, lip
Sell, since the showers we have
a eyes aag
lege.
had, the crops look somewhat real"arlorence
."9"nve Curner
'.411.116"anprs-ea
oil stove, almost new. See W. B.
Miss Rebecca Armstrong had as
Carr. South 15th street.
lip
her guest Sunday night, Miss Reba
FARM FQ1;
acres 4
Howard of Lynn Grove.
miles from Murray College; 35
There was a family reunion held
acres bottom land, plenty of timat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
ber' unimproved. Price 4105P.00.
Kelso Sunday, August 18. EveryPart cash, balance easy
W IL
one reported a nice time. .
Itsi
Last Monday, August 12, Mr. and FOR SALE-Cut flowers. Gladi- Finney.
Mrs. Robert Kelso and sons, How- olus, 50c per dozen at home. Mrs.
FOR SALE-Wagon scales.
In
ard and Emmett. and Ernest Kelso I. T. Crawford, Murray, Ky.,
good condition. Priced $35. For .
and sons, Hardy and Glenn and Route 6. Telephone Lynn Grove
quick sale including foundation.
daughters, Willie and Norella,asisit6,220-1101, -See Jack Kennedy.
35c
ed the penitentiary at Eddyville,
the Jefferson Davis Monument, SALESMEN WANTED--Good Raw- FOR RENT-one-half brick duplex
and various other places of interest. leigh Route now open near Au. house, 4 rooms and bath; furnace
Junior Boyd had as guests Sun- Industrious man can earn better heat, hardwood floors and built-in
, VMS Ifftlfiltr-R.
--Eurri-avervge- -Income. -Crimptetts-- natures. TRIPtffiTath atreet---ser
Louis Burton, all of Bell City.
line of household necessities estab- Mrs. Ethel Lassiter.
Ito
Atmer Lassiter and family were lished 46 years. Permanent. No
visatora--in-this - eoritemmite this investment or- experience needed.
week.-"Black-Eyed Susan".
Write us today._ Rawleigh. Dept
KYH-181-14. Freeport. Ill
ltp
Office at Home. 609 West Main
-FOR SALE-good farm wagon, No..
Wednesdays, fildays
_
'II vierrk __InaWP
Ift..foilt._ Zen at hiondnim
_14_Afternoon
Gime and Fish Laws em- trade. Will buy cured meat. I
phatically state that you must have am driving truck to Detroit soon.
1 P. M. to 6 P. N.
your license with you when hunt- Will take freight of any kind.
ing or fishing.' •
'
Herbert McCuistop. KirkseY. itP
.Any Warden, Sheriff. Deputy, or
Barefoot Days Bring
Constable, has the right to ask to BEST TIME in a life time to buy
see same.
a home in Calloway Co We have
J. 11. OURY,
a real list of farms to select from.
District Warden
Come up to the office and let us
help you to find what you want.
At the -first sign of trouble on
W. H. Finney.
lip
little hands and legs thoroughly
wash the affected part, apply a
FOR RENT-furnished apartment, generous portion of Cross Salve
and bandage. Cooling, gratefulOn August 26, 1935, the under- 509 N. 4th. St.
tic
relief will come immediatelysigned as committee for Henry
quick, decisive healing sooner
Edwards will file a settlement in WANTED TO RENT-three-room
than you would have: ever
the Canoe/ay County Court.
thought possible.
apartment close to the business
FIRST.. NATIONAL BANK
section; must have private bath
Used for more Oran a generaBy E. p. Phillips, Receiver
address
Send
the
to
this
tion, its powesfek germici.1 and
healing power,ti your best guarpaper.
A29p
sinruner
antee that carefree
MURRAY CHURCH.OF CHRIST
months will remain just fleet for
BRING Your Auto repair work to
you arise' your children. 3ec and
Ray Cable, with C. A. Bishop. 50c at all dealers.
Bible study, 9:45 a. m.
itp
Preaching, 10:45 a. m., next Sun- Southwest corner square
day by Hugo Allmond of Winchester, Tenn. Bro. Allmond has just
concluded a series of meetings with
the _Pleasant Valley church, east
side of the county and is now conducLag a tent meeting at Cherry
Corner,

t
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Dr. W. C. Oakley
Chiropractor

Rhea will take the Sales Tax off of FOOD and NECESSITIES.
"Saving the Soil"
N. Y. PRODUCE.
He would take all of Use- Sales Tax off if it could be done. But be"
*idly Cromwell, Assistant
is HONEST and defends the Sales Tax if it must be taken off at the
NEW
yQ.R1i, _Aug.
-•
•
Comity Agent-- expenient having-no-ROADS,
no PITOORESs.
poultry steady to firm. By &light:
AgriCulture is the basic indusOld Age Pensions
broilers 19024c; fowls 1521c;
try of. the country and likewise
'Rhea is for OLD AGE 'PENSIONS and for relief of people really roosters I5c; turkeys 15021c; other
the soil is the basic resource of iiineed.
grades unchanged. By express;
agriculture, and
without ferThe
Rhea, having helped to nominate and elect Franklin D. Roosevelt, broilers 18042c; fowls 150 21e;
soils farm homes cannot be mainis very- close to the President. This means that he, as Governor 01 turkeys 15e8 21c; other express
tained. Only 5.3 per cent of the
Kentucky, can get a hearing at Washington when Kentucky asks for its grades unchanged.
land in Kentucky is not affected
share of money for GOOD ROADS and RELIEF and PENSIONS for old
Dresed
poultry. firm.
Fresh:
by erosion, while a total of 18,people.
chickens 1601814c; fowls 13Sp24e;
939,790 acres ere affected by sheet
•
. Go Farward
other
fresh and 0-frozen grades
COUNTY AGENT NOTES erosion. 7,230,599 acres of which
SE-lecting Fthea for our democratic Candidate in September and unchanged.
one-fourth to three-fourths of the E-lecting him Governor
in November means that Kentucky will GO
top soil is already lost, 1,709,191
t
To date' the county agent has acres of which over three-fourths FORWARD-nobackward.
The best thing that can be said about Tom Rhea is that nearly
received 1.115 tobacco checks total- of the top soil is gone.
The total everybody in Logan County, where he was horn, raised and now lives,
ing $19.593.15 to be distributed to area affected by gullying
.amounts voted for him-nearly FIFTEEN to ONE against FOUR other candito 22.269.771. acres
dates. The reason Torn Rhea got such a big vote in his home county,
The two ways erosion may be Is that everybody there
Vie honor roll for Paschall
knows, respects and loves him and . COLE
fought are by vegetative methods TO THE POLLS
• School- for the- first month''LS as
TO VOTE for him.
and by terracing. Left to her own
Thomas ST Rhea's" forefathers and mother lived in Virginia and follows:
devices nature keeps the ground North Carolina. His father was Judge
Primer: Wrenn Smotherman.
Albert G. Rhea of Logan
covered with vegetation. By using County, Ky. His uncle was that famous jurist
First, Reader: R. L. Myers and
and Congressman dursoil improvement crops, such as ing the Civil War period, Judge "Elijah
Hice of Logan County, Ky. Dortha Jean Rickman.
legumes in the rotation together His oldest brother was Judge John S. Rhea of Logan County, KenThird Grade: Joe Thomas Foster
with the use of lime, phosphate tucky's brilliant orator, wise statesman in Congress
•
and Honorable and Christine Key.
Bright colors, brown, grey, and the construction of terraces Judge-who. in 1896, was personally asked by Williams Jennings Fourth Grade. Joe Baker Ray,
erosion can be controlled.
Bryan in Chicago to place Bryan's name before the National Demoe Milta Baker, Eirnint Zella Key and
blue, red, white
eratic Convention which gave Bryan the. nomination. Jon .S. ghee Bedford Wilson.
The Jefferson county Certified could not oblige Bryan because he had promised Senator hseph C. S.
Sixth Grade: Hugo'
lailson, LouPotato Growers' Association has Blackburn to place his name before the Convention and he. did so. retta Jones aryl Freda Gay Baker.
Eighth 'Grade: 011ie Hall.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED *, Set-places for sale of seed for the But W. J. Bryan and John S. Rhea became warm, life-long friends. •
•
Torn Rhea. himself was for four 'years our capable and honored
•
Opposite Ledger & Times Of ice late crop.
St-ate 'Thseasurer. For three and a_ half years he was one of our HighFRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF
way Commissioners. He knows. where Money to •ritil the State govCHRIST
and
ernment Must come from and where it must go. During the first
three ,years of Governor Laffoon's administration _TEN MILLION
WE ARE RECEIVING MANY
L. H. Pogue will fill his regular
DOLLARS LESS was taken in by Kentucky than during the last three
First Month
appointment at Friendship next
years of Governor Sampson's term. Yet, with the counsel and help of
First Grade:
All flavors-orange, grape, cherry, strawberry,
Tom Rhea, Governor Laffoon fed and clothed the tens of thousands
Fay Moody, Robbie Nell Nichols, Lord's day at 11:00 a. in.
raspberry and lime.
Bible study begins at 10:00 '
A'
of jobless, hungry Kentuckians -and built many good roads and kept Chester Thomas, Audrey Moody.
cordial invitation Is extended Vall.
our schools open and paid the teachers and put above pOr the value
Just
add
water,
ice and sugar and it makes a
Second Grade:
STYLES MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN LAST YEAR
L. H. Pogue, Minis r
of our State warrants.
Charles Lamb, Bettie Jean Evans,
Order'from your grocer.
•
refreshing
drink.
ss"
It takes a man who KNOWS HOW to be a good Governor of Imigene Smith.
Kentucky. He "knows how" and this is Why we are for THOS. S.
Third Grade:
RHEA.-Paris Kentuckian-Citizen.
Arittia Lainb. Barbara Evans, J.
Incorporated
B Evans, Bill Champion.
DISTRIBUTORS
"ylw title of Honor Man is gain.
Fourth Grade:
and select your Fall Coat or Suit NOW, while you
MeELRATH.
TOM
L.
Manager
Delmar Brewer
ed by young Downs who, in keen
have the whole line to pick from
'Mom goae baby teams abase, arks k
.competition with one hundred
Sixth Grade•
twenty-five men in his company,
Junella Evans, Marie Evans. Max
The Times is in receipt of com- has demonstrated that his personal Oliver, Rudean Ratteree, Copas
eaj
darlb
aktn4lnn
4
1
16
ibsan
cls'llitt
r":47
c.:::
munication from the Commander appeerance lie of a habitually high- Wynn.
Baby Bflsk I. siads .1 0. prierge
bism"
.
. =
Eighth Grade:
of the U. S. Navy Training Sta- er standard than that of the other
animal and maw It caws beam Teen
Boyd Champion. Jaunita Wynn. alrissisor nom. oat
tion at San Diego, Calif., which men in his unit, that his initiadipoolor
tive is unquestionable, and that he
Nearly every week the. Ledger
is, in part as follows:
peemp7
lii *
Twis
umshoo
k
T
i
a188
35e.
.
460c.
844.
(Gi
ada)
"m
"Mancil B. Downs, who enlisted has above average ability to profit son.T. Ratteree.
Dale, Stubblefield & Co.
from
the
instruction
given.
• in the .Navy at St: Louis, Mo.,'in
"This young man can be justly
May, 1935, has been selected as
proud
of
this
title
and all those
"Weekly Honor Man" of his company at this station 'for the week Who know. him are certain to be
We wish.4 extend our sincere
delighted to hear of his attainending July 26, .1935.
;banks fer the many favors and
ment This is especially true
It as realized that the Navy is ac- kindneen shown during the illness
cepting for enlistment only those and death of our father and husyoung men who are mentally. band Charles E. Hatcher. We wish
physically and moralle sabove re- to thank all for florial offerings.I have carried too many
siroads. To .stand above his fel- Mrs. Mahalie Hatcher. Charles
lows as Downs has done, reflects Hatcher. Rupert Hatcher. Hardy on account and am forced
Hatcher. Tdm Hatcher, Miss Mary to go to a strictly
CASH
very favorably on the training h
received in his home and communi- Hatcher.
basis on all feeds.
ty.- for the men he has bested are
WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH
repr•asentatives of
many of the
Murray, Ky.
We make prices dose and
OF CHRIST
towns, and cities in the United
Truly the finest in Sheets, at the lowest price
afford. to
_
State: west of the Mississippi River.
_
•
.
PHONE 300-W
-two--to-the package7,,
L.
H.
Pogue
will
fill
his
regular
"Mrs. F. Downs, who is the
dered
Residence 3721
ready
and
for
use.
appointment
at
Williams
Chapel
mother of this young man, resides
on R. R. No. I, Model, Tenn."-- next Sunday afternoon at 2:30.
Size 81-90. PAIR
We
are
expecting
a large atStewart Costley tmea.
tendance. A cordial invitation is
extended to all.
L. H. Pogue. Minister
•••••••••••••••••••••••IP
Only a few lovely tailored Blouses in diffestnt
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation of Washington, D. C., up
and color combinations. Regular
styles
to $5,000.00
$1.00 value. Assorted sizes. EACH

"Game Laws"

-.By

semots,

CUTS, SORES,
INFECTIONS

Paschall School
Honor Roll

Dutch's Shoe Shop

•-•

Summer Drinks
'KOOL-AID, 5c package

East Shannon Honor
Roll

!yestrain
of their
• work.
sleepieadache
study is
vestrain,
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AFT'

JUMP; 10c bottle

FALL COATS & COAT SUITS
Why Not Come in and Let Mrs. James
Show You the Line?

Mancil

ETRIST

Helps Babies Rest
Ends Colic Pains
Aids Digestion

Downs
Wins Hot-Jut-5

COVINGTON BROS. & COMPANY

g

All Summer Garments Are Being Offered to Close Out Regardless of Cost

N'S

T. 0. TURNER

Card of Thanks

Americasi Outstanding

VACATION ATTRACTION
IN CHICAGO NOW

c)

COLLEGE IN

FEEDS MUST
BE CASH

M111111111111111111•1111
-.1111111

DR. H. H. BOGGESS
Veterinarian
West Maple Street

cannot
counts.

J. W. CLOPTON &
COMPANY

11111111111111111111111111111111111
SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED

WORLD'S CHAMPION
SKATERS ON 1000
FEET OF REAL ICE

I Chevrolet
Service

ROY SHIPSTAD
IN A

reat Floor
Show

If you expect the same trained and exacting
service from most any garage on your Chevrolet

FRAME MASTERS

These Prices for Cash Only . •
PEPPERELL SHEETS
•.
ever.

Callophstrie svrapped,

Cage-

-$1.18

LADIES' BLOUSES

OST of our rich men were once poor boys. They
worked hard, led sober lives, were honest and
SAVED their money.
There is a chance to get ahead for every boy and man
who will use his head as well as his hands.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Business
THINE1

HAVb MONEY'

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK
Murray, Ky.
Make'.Our Bank YOUR Bank

I.

REMNANTS

.•
Large, assorted short lengths in silk, rayon, crtcre,
voile, and cotton prints. Your choke ot selection
at
HALF P.ME
-

DRESS GOODS FOR SCHOOL WEAtjt
Our entire stock of regular 39c and 49c matetial
must go to make room for fall goods. Beautiful
patterns in wafflecloth, corded stripes and plagls,
tissue ginghams, etc., all guaranteed
fast color. PER YARD
25c
HERE'S THE BIGGEST VALUE YOU HAVE EVER HAD' A CHANCE AT IN A REAL HEAVY
WEIGHT, PART WOOL, BLANKET. DON'T
FAIL TO GET SEVERAL PAIRS WHILE
THE PRICE IS PER PAIR

$1 89

BIG YANK,WORK SHIRTS

M

.
In the Heart of the Loop in

CHICAGO

SPECIALS'

are mistaken.

7/ave7Woney

and his ORCHESTRA

1700 ROOMS •1700 BATHS frorn*210

car as you receive at our Chevrolet garage, you

EVERY BOY CAN

DINE and DANCE with

course You'll Stayat

For Saturday Onlyi

•II

BOBBY AVLEAN,VERNE BUSHER
EDD(E SHIPSTAD1 OSCAR JOHNSON
FOUR NELSON SISTERS

NO COVER CHARGE

carry

A.

There is a satisfaction to the Chevrolet owner
in bringing his car back home for anything it
needs-minor adjustment or a major repair job.

-;

With tailored cuffs, lined tailored collars, dosbreakable buttons, riveted strain points, big %NY
and sleeves. Satisfaction guaranteed.
5
6
5c
Sizes 14-17. EACH

MEN'S DRESS SHOES
Our work on all makes of cars is equally satisfactory. We have the men who will not let a
ear

go Until It igpes right, and stays right.

711114gi

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 97

WEST MAIN STREET

A real $3.00 value shoe with plain tee, solid lapther soles and Cuban heels. Size 6-9.
$1•89
FOR SATURDAY ONLY

CLOSE OUT ON VOILE and BATISTE
Now you can get another new summer dress tor
less than half ;rice. Many pretty patterns *lid
prints to pick from. Regular
39c and 49c value. YARD
15c

ae

S

40041..1.

'•

ownessensIMINIIIIIITSPEITHEIONessrs.
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J. K. Rogers, Paducah, was a
(first of epternber. At. that time
she will &turn to Jackson to pre- visitor ill Murray Monday.
pare for the school opening abaut
Fred Harrell. Cadiz. visited relathe. anddia. of Abe _month. Her veo-in ..Llin wig
son,• Randolph. left Weiltinisdll! Pag
...4224.4des.• fiNin Higgins of
join her in Mississippi. Mrs Tuckers other son. Bruce. who is pre- Amarillo. Texas. are spending sevparing for the ministry, is spend- eral days here with Mrs. Solon
• Mr. and Mrs Goldie sh-r and
ing the summer in Dyersburg. Higgins and other selatives.
If you have tailors of whom
children returned last Friday from
Mrs. W. J. McCoy Hall and Mrs.
Tenn.. as staff correspondent for
your are not ashamed. please
Mineral Springs, near Kutta We.
the Memphis Commercial-Appeal. Mary McCoy Hall are spending
report thew for this. column.
where they spent a several days
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Glasgow, several days in Nashville.
vacation
Dr_ and Mrs 0. C. Wells and
There will be an ice cream sup- Raleigh. North Carolina, arrived
Mr and Mrs. Perry Oliver of
family have moved from South
g firends per at Shiloh School House Satur- last Week for a several days visit
Detrott. Mich.. are v
Eighth street to the Burgess Parker
and relatives in the it and coon- day 'night. Anima 24. Proceeds go with- Mr. Glasgow's parents. Mr.
for benefit of school. Everybody and Mrs. J. G. Glasgow. in college place on West Olive street. The
*
deal was completed this week.
addition.
- 'Mr. and Mrs. Lee Jones. Detroit. co:sally invited. Frances Curd.
A marriage license was Issued
See Will Rogers in Judge Priest
Mick; are spending their vacation teacher.
Monday to Leaford Hines. Kevil.
Mr. and Mn. Pat Ryan and sons. at the Capitol Today.
here waiting friends and relatives.
Mrs. W. B. Wilson, Chicago. has and Sarah Maurince Bradshaw,
See Will Rogers in Judge Priest Pat. Phillip. and Billy. left Monday morning for their home in been visiting her parents. Mr. and Buchanan, Tenn.
at the Capitol Today.
Clifton Thurman and Miss CoFred Hafer returned to Miami. Florida. after a two weeks Mrs. J. 0. Key.
rinne Thurman are egliinss trim&
TOmmnemesaarsais....11x-her---heeries
-arrtrett—ttar -mar and relatives in Jacksonville
and
Sunday after spending several and Mrs Joe Ryar.
pert a last week from his home
San Antonio. Texas.
Will
llas
Farmer
been
confined
days with her mother. Mrs. Noma
in Tampa. Florida. and Aim), Mil.
/44Mali -was a. businesson West
'
-Main '
Barnes who, has been time for
visitor in Hickman and vicinity
Frank Albert StubblefielVtes for several days with an attack of some time.
They left Tuesday Tuesday.
turned` from Lexington last week malaria.
morning to visit New York. WashWheat Drills, McCormick and
end whore he has been in -school I. W. Outland and son. John. and ington and Niagara Falls before
Deertfig Ile-pairs. One second hand
Stubblefield,
James
R
Obert
were
for the past ten weeks. 1e rereturning to Tampa.
billUSL—Ete-Slan Eros-efts 'ed-17.Es''-//!"-ST degree In com- visitors--its-Louisville Ube,
--27."M Mrs. Raymond Hamlin
Mrs. Virgie Clark and son.
—
Of last week.
mrce.
-left Monday for Detroit on a vaca- Charles, have returned home after
R. A. Myers. Mayfield. spent SunMisr.
E. Crawford. Dent**, First
tion trip.
spending vactition with an uncle,
day in Murray with his family.
Nark Iliank Bldg. TeL
Mr. and Mrs. T. L Smith, Mr. Dectivg_ LMuL Z.
of
Dr. and Mrs: David MeConnell
Dr_ rt. FL Sixes& has-. Max Petway and daugh- Los Angeles, California, and other
'Itid ?Ds
rtanklin where he is employed in anclson.—David Holton. Fort Worth.
relatives.
ter
Gweneth
During
and
their
Miss
stay
they
Nellie
Mae
Texas. arrived the latter part of
lubereubir testing of cattle
Wyman left Sunday for Ridgecrest visited Grand Canyon. Catalina
.. Miss- Elizabeth Washam. •John F.d last week. for a two weeks visit
N.
C.,
where
they will spend the Island. Petrified Forest. The PaintCovington arid Mrs. 0. B.. 'man with Mrs. McConnell's parents. Mr.
week and hear sermons by Dr. ed Desert and other points of
Holton.
have
M-..
They
D.
and
Mrs.
Jr.. •vsere visitors in Clinton last
.
been spending two weeks in the George Truitt. prominent Baptist interest.
week.
Mr. anti Mrs. L H. Shelton and
Mountains. Dr and Mrs. minister. They will also visit the
Ozark
Mow- Ed Hutton. who has Neeh
Smoky Mountains ,and points of children, Jackson. Mississippi, are
relatitex in the city for the Past McConnell and sons are welcomed
interest on the trip.
visiting Mrs_Shelton's parents, Mr.
several aays. returned to her home annual visitors here.
W. Shelton, at KirkMrs. Harold Peace. Hopkinsville. and Mrs.
Max B. Hurt was in Princeton
in Charlotte. Tenn. Saturday.
sey. C. R. Gross. Detroit, is also
Miss charlotte Wear..daughter, of SaturdaY where he addressed a spent the week end with her par- a guest
in the home of Mr. and
Mr. and- Mrs, Boyd Wear, is visi)- district meeting of the W. 0. W. ents.. Mr. and Mrs. R. E Broach.
Mrs Shelton.
College Addition.
Mitiher-aunt. Mrs. Ed Hutton. and camp.
Miss Trellis Miles of Martin,
See Will Rogers in Judge Priest
Mr. and , Mrs. Lubie Dockery
Mr. ,Hutton and family of CharTenn.. visited Grace Mahan last
at the Capitol Today.
North Fifth street, a4nnounce the
lotte. Tenn.
Mr and Mrs. Ryan Ferguson and birth of a daughter, born at the week.
and Mrs. 0. F. Perdue and
R. H. Falwell. Judge T. R. Jones,
daughters. Edna Jeanne and Rose two sons. Ryan Jr. and John. home Sunday. The infant has been
T. 0. Samson and Ernest Jones left
Marie. ; Paducah. visited relatives Greenville. Mississippi, arrived Fri- named Shirley Ann.
Wednesday for a short business
and friends here over the week day for a brief visit with Mr. and
Miss Eva Gray Ward returned to trip to Louisville.
Mrs. Tom Williams on West Olive.
end.
her work in Lexington Monday
Ben Grogan. representative elect,
Se;" Will Rogers in Jodie - Priest 'Mr. and Mrs M. R Cox, Birm- morning after spending the week
and Burnett Warterfield were in
_ ingham
last
were
week
.
guests
.
Ky.
.
U, the Capitol Today.
end with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Louisville. Lexington. and Frank_and Mrs. Hugh Wells, who of their daughters. Mrs. Wilbert Clint Ward and friends here.
fort the first of the week.
ThomaS
and
Outland
Mrs.
Redden
iseen visiting relaiii."-es in the
A marriage license was issued
-Mrs. Gerald Ford. Paducah, was
CH)
. and ceunty, returned to their and their families.
Wednesday to J R. Williams. Mur- the
guest of her sister, Mrs,
.The newest Jail millinery hist
home in Detroit. Mich.. Saturday_
ray. and Miss Robbie Mae Broach. Charlie B. Grogan last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts and arrived from market" rarnier-Hart Murray.
Several
cartons, of
cigarettes
family. James Thomas. Dorothy. Dress 4hop.
See Will Rogers in Judge Priest were stolen from Ambrose's" Tea
Mayrillary Margaret dand Rebecca
Mrs E. A Tucker. dietician of at the Capitol Today.
Room in College Addition SaturSue. Mrs. Tom Hurt Alm0.- and Larr.bith College. who haA been
John Bondurant former county day night by a thief or thieve*
'Us. John Lade. Hardin, attended spending the summer at her home agent, was a visitor in Murray last
who affected an entrance by
'a birthday dinner for W. L. Har- here. .left last Friday for West week.
tearing away a screen and forcing
grove -last Thursday at the home Point. Mississippi. where she will
A marriage license was issued a window on the west side. It is
)n College Addition
vii-irrelatives and friends until the Saturday to Milton yalston. New
believed the robber thought the
Concord. and Grace Jones. Almo. Tea Room was closed for the colamlimemonmonra The bride is the
daughter of Mr. lege v.acation period and the family
and Mrs. Curt Jones and the bride- away.
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Misses Margaret and Magdalene
Gus Walston.
Overbey have been spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hay and J. past two weeks visiting relatives
B. Hay. Memphis. spent the week and friends in Bloomington and
end with Mr. and Mrs Ed Filbeck Indianapolis. Indianis
and friends and relatives here. ;
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Sake lett
A marriage license was issued Wednesday for -their home in HasSaturday to W. R. Tatum. 'Murray, well, New Mexice. after spending
and Emma Smith. Paducah. •
several weeks here visiting relaMrs Halton Hood and children. tives and friends
Jane. Mary C. and a B. Jr., left
See Will Rogers in Judge Priest
-Monday afternoon for their home at the Capitol Today.
in Detroit. Mich.. after visiting
Mr. and Mrs Robert Webb of
Mrs. Hood's father, R. E. Clayton, Mayfield were guests Sunday of
And Mrs. Clayton. and other rela- Mrs. F. H: Farmer. f
svos and friends in the city.
Prof. and Mrs. 'G. B. Penne• There will be an ice cream baker and daughter are in Washsupper at Shiloh School House ington. D. C.
Saturday night. August U. ProMrs. C. H. Curd, Holly Springs.
ceeds go for benefit' of school. Mississippi. arrived the first .of the
Everybody cordially invited. Fran- week for a visit with her parents,
ces Curd. teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McKeel. Mr.
Mrs. J W Cobb and Mrs. Dutton Curd. who is superintendent of
Culp of Nashville arrived Thursday county schools there, will join her
to spend the week end visiting rel- here today.
atives in this and Graves county.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr left Sat,.
They returned home Sunday ac- urday for New York City to spend
companied by Miss Rebecca Jane two weeks with relatives.
Cobb and Miss Essie Broach. who
tbwn. Plenty of,.ice water.
Miss Ruth Sexton and Miss Franhad visited friends and relatives ces Sexton will leave the twentyin Mayfield. Sedalia. Lynn Grove. fifth 'for a Western tour.
JI will give 20c in trade for good Country Hams,
and Murray for the past three
Weight 16 to 25 Pounds
Mr. and Mrs. Errett Gardner
weeks.
have taken the John Hamilton
Mrs. Ada Carter. widow of the house on North 16th street
late Lige Carter. near Lynn Grove,
Boaz Gibbs underwent a tonsil
was stricken August 10 with pa- operation at the Wm. Mason Memralysis and remains in a critical orial Hospital Monday.
condition.
Mrs. John Hamilton and J. D.
Miss Rebecca
Jane Cobb of Hamilton Jr., left Monday for
Nashville' visited her aunts. Miss Carlsbad, New Mexico. where they
Eva Cobb. and Mrs. J. L. Mills. and will spend the winter. Miss Mavis
Mr Milts of Lynn Grove the. past Hamilton accompanied them and
week. Mrs. Mills also had as a will return next week to Detroit
guest their cousin. Mrs. Etna Green via Murray.
and little daughter. Jo Ann from
Miss Maryleona Bishop and Mrs.
Bakersfield. Calif. • .
C. A. Bishop are spending this
Mrs. Franklin Inglis was admit- week in Louisville.
ted to the Wm. Mason Memorial
New fall merchandise just in
Hospital Tuesday for a minor surg- from market. Millinery, dresses.
ical operation.
Farmer-Hart Dress Shop.
Smartly styled fall dresses in the
Things do* turn up in this world unless
Dr and Mrs. G. T. Hicks are
season's newest shades. Farmer spending their vacation at their
somebody turns them -up: You can make your
Hart Dress Shop.
plantation in Georgia.
The -Rev L. R. Riley closed a
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Drennorr
own "lucky _ break" By-qualifying for a position as
successful weeks meeting at Salem and sons are visiting with relatives
church Sunday with 16 additions
stenwirs,pher, -bookkeeper or afficeissistaiit. You
in Mississippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith and
Mrs. R. A. Johnston has been ill
will enjoy the- practical, interesting courses.- Our
family attended a - fish fry at Had- at the Mason Hospital.
dock's
Ferry
last
night.
Members
Mrs. R. A. Myers and Boyd
Employment Department will assist ycru in obtainof the Smith family and their relas Myers saseet a few days vacation
ing a desirable posit
tis,es were in attendance_
---‘
In-Memphis the first of this week.
Mr. and Nrs•
Mrs. T. D. Humphreys- of Dixon,
ft McDonald,
Gainsville.-Pia., Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Tenn., is visiting relatives and
Smith. Benton, Miss Anne Smith, friends here.
At least, it will do ao-barm to investigate. LitMiss Lois Smith, Miss Verna
Mr. and Mrs. Will Millers SparkSmith, Calvert City, arid Mr. Mc- man of Amarillo, Tex.. are visiting
erature describing. opportunities, positions
Donald, Gainsville. Fla.. had din- Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Graham and
cently secured by graduates and free employment
ner with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mr and Mrs. Will Sparkman,
Smith Monday night.
Mrs. Bonnie Houston. Zane and
assistance will be sent on request. Just drop us a
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller, are John Dee Houston Jr.. will leave
visiting relatives at Hickman and
postcard.
at Morley, Missouri this week and
next
See Will Rogers In Judge Priest
at the Capitol Today.
Professors E H. Smith and ForRILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
rest Pogue were in Mayfield Sat- AT
WEDNESDAY
urday wehe they addressed a meetClaude C. Toler, LL. B., President
ing of Graves teachers.
—PHONE 10'7—
"A SCHOOL OF EFFICIE NCY"
Master Robert Glenn Jeffrey. son
of Mr. and Mrs Glenn Jeffrey has
PARIS, TENNESSEE
recovered from a serious illness

a

f...Adogness

OUR BASEMENT
DEPARTMENT

is well stocked, having moved the stock
from the Shroat Building to Basement.
MRS. scorr
is now managing the Piece Goods, Hosiery. Ladies and Children's Shoes in the
Basement Department, and she will be
glad to meet her friends who have given
her such liberal support in the past.
Many bargains in fine Shoes at greatly reduced prices to dose out. Many
Weeks yet to wear Summer Shoes. So
come to the basement, the_coolest place in

1

T. O. TURNER

'Staying at Home

Radio it Refrigerator
Service

TOLER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE

W. H. CARTER

Fall Term Starts' September 3, 1935

Mirf, Daisy Ropers Morris. Paducats is visiting her sister, Mrs. E.
J Miller sonth of town. -

DIAGNOSTRIGIAN

soon to
Florida.

spend

the
- kinter• . in little daughter, Pattie Mae of
New Providence, spent the week
Miss Susan Peffer is spending her end in St. Loulti. Mo.. visiting Mr.
vamitscit with relatives in Frank- Hill's sister. Mrs. Wypie P
Mr. Parker. and Jibe
fort.
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. Hire and 'Clifford Farri's has been visiting
daughters are In Indiana with his sister, Mrs. Nalele.on Parker.
and Mr. Parker, and daughter, hiurelatives.
Misses Mildrea
and Margaret dent, over the week end.
Guises, who have been in Europe
Mr. aria Mrs. Bill Simmons and
this summer, will arrive in New daughter visited Mr. Simmons'
York City Wednesday.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry SimMiss Margaret Graves has ac- mons of North St. [Anna last week.
cepted the position in the Murray
Mrs. Charley Smith was ill at
Graded School which was former- the home, West Main Street, the
ly taught by Mrs. Mary Helen first of the week.
Peace
A marriage license was issued
Miss-sEstelie • West, Miss Pauline Saturday In - Metropolis to -Terry'
Yarbrough and Miss Laurine Yar- Ray and Miss Lorene Wells, both
brough were the week end guests of Calloway county.
.
of Miss Loye Flora.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holland have
Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter Hill and moved to. Paducah where Mr. Hol-

land is employed with the Walla
• William Moser, Mrs. Edd Cochs
Used Car Exchange.
ran and Ira Moser. Stanford, Ky.,
Mrs. Bryan Langston and Mrs. were guists of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
‹.-...3mfaassmad-nastidans Moser VP ',amity recently.
R. A. Johhston is visiting relathe.-Idizerteg Garment Cu. The
business Was formerly in charge tives in Abilene, Pa., this Week.
of Mrs. Cs 0. Beech who has re- Mrs: Johnson and members of the'
Aligned to be connected with her family will join him later for
husband in the operation of their several days vacation trip.
Frank Cochrum, son of Mr. and
new business on North Fourth at
Mrs. Burie Cochrum, is out of
the city limits.
Miss Harriet Diltz Martin and school on account of Bright's
Miss Elizabeth Cook of hiayfield disease.
are visiting their aunt, Mrs. E. J.
ICE CREAM SUPPER
Beale.
Mrs. J. R. -Oury will leave soon
There will be a cream supper at
for New Orleans where she has acCheeSnot---Grisve--Sehool Saturday
Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell Burnett night. August 24. Plenty of music
of Alabama is visiting Misses Emily and fun for everyone.
and Oneida Wear and other relatives.
Reads the Classified estingasss

•
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PRICES THANT SIMPLY _SHRIEK
GENUINE SAVINGS!

•

NATIONAL STORES CORP.
All Summer Merchandise reduced to sensationally low prices for immediate and final clearance. You can always buy with confidence at this store, for our prices are
always right. It will pay you to compare our prices before buying.
SEERSUCKER

GINGHAMS

35-inch seersucker in
new
stripes and combination plaids
--also solid colors. only

New dress gingham& A nice
soft quality in beautiful checks
and broken plaids, only

19c

15c

PRINTS

SUITING

Yard wide, vat dyed, standard
quality prints. New designs for
children's, misses' and ladies'
dresses

in solid colors. Guaranteed fast
—You know the quality. Organdies in solid colors,

15c

19c

ORGANDIE

FLAT CREPE

WASH PANTS
—

PRE-gHRUNK
All Sizes for Men

_

New arrivals in these men's Sanforized
Shrunk Wash Pants, that fit and stay that
way. Light and medium colors in new
stripes and checks. Buy another pair or two
of these $1 79 value pants for only

98c

Genuine Indian Head suiting,
printed -designs, and the much -40-inch all silk flat crepes
wanted flock dots. Specially
Newest dark fall colors, whites
piked.
and pastels. A few days for

19c

49c

SPECIALS
PRINTS

PER YARD
BATISTES

New patterns in this
yard wide, guaranteed fast color print.

36 inch soft finish
bailstes. A 15c quality for only

BOYS' WASH PANTS
Boys' pants of the same materials
patterns in sizes 8 to 15,
for only

and

75'

New Fall Felt

HATS

DRESS SHIRTS

OXFORDS

Men's standard cut, perfect fitting dress' shirts. White, and
blue broadcloths. Of new fast
color printed styles. Sizes 14
to 17.

Genuine Goodyear welt oxfords for men. New fall styles
in plain toes, cap toes and
wing tips. Hard or rubber
heels. All sizes, only

59c

You will be "Carried. Away" with the
new chic styles of these new Fall
Felts for ladies and misses. New colors, new shapes, and just look at the
quality of the felt.

Blacks, Greens, Browns,
Blues

98c

$

'
!
SILK HOSE SPECIAL
• FO-1:—This Week
Ladies' pure thread silk chiffons. Full fashioned perfect fitting. New colors, all sizes.
*Irregulars of higher priced hosiery)

39c

FAST COLOR PRINT DRESSES
Ladies'.
Children's
School dresses for the kiddies.
New styles. Tailored of fast
color prints and suitings. Attractively trimmed. Sizes 7 -to
It..

Ladies' Print, Voile and Batiste
Dresses Light and dark patterns in new printed designs
Made to sell for more than

49c

97c

Final Clearance LADIES'SPRING and
SUMMER DRESSES
H?gh grade Silks in all colors and
sizes. Values to $595

$2•98

e98

MEN'S PANTS

WORK SHIRTS

Men's wash pants in dark and
light colors. Sizes 29 to 42
waists. Stripes and small pin,
checks. Closing out these $1.00'
,aloes for only

Men's Covert cloth work shirts
i You know how they wear).
sizes 14 1-2 to 17. Colors are
blues, greys and tans. A special value for

75c

•

49c

,CURTAIN GOODS
Beautiful quality dotted marquisette in white,
ecru, and colors.
•.

4

.....la`111,1•1••••••••

6C Yard
CURTAIN GOODS
LOVELY QUALITY 36-inch fine lacy curtain
net in all wanted colors.

C Yard
Final Clearance LADIES' SUMMER
DRESSES
Rayon Silks, Seersuckers, Eyelets,
Voiles, Piques, Linens, etc. All sizes
—14 to 50. Values to $2.49

98c

LADIES' FOOTWEAR
Alike Group LADIES' SUMMER
DRESSES
All silk crepes, lace cloth, eyelets
and other seasonts most popular
materials. Values to $4.95

$1.98

and summer styles, white "
black and blondes. Values to $2.49 41

Spring

.49

All LADIES' SUMMER FOOTWEAR
Values to $2.98.
Reduced to

$1.98

NAfIONAL STORES CORP.
-Murray,-Kentucky

Ten Years Exfiersence
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liarlan County Polled 10 Times 192743

g relaWeek.
of the'
xi' for

;‘,4'•

•

•

IIMIL,

•

dential election in 1928'
"Other eye-opening comparisons
are equally interesting. In the
1923 gubernatorial 'primary Barkley was given 102 votes and Cantrill 531,—a total of 1155 (THIS
YEAR 6929 VOTED IN THE
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY!) In the
gubernatorial
primary
at 1927
Beckham received 122 vetes and
Cr6we 257 votess--a total of 319.
iitatement"today giving" -Igrorand
THE
every Democratic DEMOCRATIC PRIMARy!)"
figures that
voter in Kentucky is entitled to
"In other words, the vote of 5399
know."
reported for Chandler was 81
/
2
Here are some primary_sotaLts , -.Wass
chunhltaad vote cast for
Messrs. Barkley and Cantrill and
Cantrill
Barkley
more than 14 times the combined
lot
-160
total of Beckham and crovre In
1927
their primary race.
Crowe
Beckham
"Is it possible that the 1274 votes
122
251
cast for Mg- Rhea in Harlan Coun1935
ty represented the legal and benChandler
-est Democratic- vote of }tailor
1274
5:12,
County in the recent primary? If
"At the August 3 primary'", the sueh is the case, and it seems logiStatement said, "Harlan County re- cal to us, we would like to know
ported 5,399 votes for Mr. Chand- where the Chandler votes came
ler and gave Mr. Rhea 1274. The from and what influence and c,oerChandler total was 1441 votes cion were employed to see that
more than the Democratic vote they were CAST or COUNTED,—
cast in Harlan County in the presi- which, the public may never
know."

rrirrs-Tess -stetrirerrsp-rrt

1923

nimm
‘

• uor.gr:,̀
Zer

LET'S ALL GO
TO KENTUCKY'S
GREATEST SHOW

•

Unquestionably
Kentucky
the
State Fair is Kentucky's greatest
of interest to all Ken
show
:
More particularly is it
tuckians
for the farmer, the stockman. the
horse fanciera and the women of
the 'state. The Horse Show, is the
acknowledged world's greatest array of blooded horses flesh ever
gotten together. Same may be
said of the show of colts known
as the American Sedetk-- --Morse
and Breeders Futurity Event.
In every way the State Fair this
year will be 'so fine *a show for
everyone that all who can possibly do so should attend. There
is no place in all the world where
so many Kentuckians can get together for annually meeting and
greeting their old friends and
making new ones.
Come, and let's all have a good,
big time together. It's your Fair
—Be There! Garth K. Ferguson. Secretary,
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR,
In- Louisville. September 9-14.
Advt

Mrs. Marshall Darnell, and Mr Yet, It is a mail route rood
juift South of Coldwater.
The gist of Bro. Sam Bruce
c ' 't"hi.•et•rtamsit”limmac:
The larkeeyjetsli•ti
revival closed Sunday night, which He that bath ears lb hear, let
resulted in 10 or more additions, hear." Bro. Claud Wilson's sermonwith the "gifted" Perry Cotham Sunday night here was about your
sin will find you out. He gave
doing the preaching.
Many examples from the MOW
We received a good. warm rain
Both of these young men are to We
Sunday, August 18.
commended.
It is a dangerous thing for a
Christian girl to marry_ an alien
sinner to cenvert him to Christianity, and vice-versa.
Am I going to vote in the "runoff" election September 7? Heck
yes!!
Mrs. Gerrie Morgan, wife of P.
Mr. and Mrk-Glen Waggoner and.
Morgan, died_atsthe busily h
son Billy and daughter Frances. in Hazel Wednesday mcnining. She
Flora, ml., visited Mr. and Mrs. Is survived by her husband and
J. B. Cochran last week.
two sons. Ira and John Melvin
Slaughter,
Ala le
Coldwater Morgan, all of Hazel.
earveriter.
eshittne' In bUIIdIWt "Mrii7'Morgan was it-daughter of
the "T" Waldrop garage. When it the late J. J. Freeland. She was
is completed, it will be the most otartied_tei..P. E--Morgan about
modern, individual garage in the years ago. She was a member of
cdunty. Hurrah!! for the Murray the Church of Christ, a consecrated
P. M. and A. P. Slaughter.--Eagle. Christian, and a good neighbor and
was held in high esteem by our

Dab)eil,

ors a' 1

LOUISVILLE, Ky., August 20
(Special) Pointing out that "a great
deal has been said about the vote
of confidence that Logan County
voters gave to their
neighbor,
Thomas S. Rhea. at the August 3
primary, apparently in an effort
to hide the shameful record of
Harlan County, in behalf of A. B.
Chandler. at the same primary",
Rhea State Headquarters issued a

4r. and
out of
Bright's

pper at
atatedity
f music

• 3

Stella Gossip
Mrs. Ruth Angels and Joy of
Akron, Ohio, whh have been visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Cochran and other 'kin' for the
past three weeks, returned to her
employment in Akron, August 20.
When Lieut. Pickets and wife,
Don and Mack of Fort. San, Sanantone. Texas. come back here to
spend their vacation, please do not
forget that the U. S. War Deperatment has now pronounced Wayne
a "captain", yes, chief officer.,
Mrs. Eva Chambert 'son and
daughter of Detroit, visited her
sister, Mrs. Ermer Harding last
week.
Above items 20 years ago would
sound like fiction.
G. M. Cathey has built a new
3-room, two story mill house which
adds beauty to the highway.
Mr. and Mrs. Haley Stokes and
"4 year old twins" of Folsomdale,
visited
Mrs. Hermon
Mr. and
Cathey over the week end.
Hafford Paschall has alsout recovered from a case of typhoid
fever.
Northwest of Stella to Backusburg has had but little rain in 30
days. ."Dry"; sears Ben Dixon.
J. R. Jackson of Arkansas is the
guest this week of his daughter,

Mrs. Gerrie Morgan
Of Hazel Is Called

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Smith of
Paris. Tenn.. spent Sunday with
s=4',.:s.,r_111124ttaitasMeelF9
1
son and family.
Mrs. J. D. McLeod, daughter,
Mrs. Rose Outland, have returned
home after spending a few weeks
in Hot Springs, Ark.. guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul HUI
Dr. and Mrs. Atlas Ellis and baby
of Providence, Ky., were week end
guests of Mrs. Minnie White and
Mrs. Grace Wilt:ens.
Mrs. Virgil White was carried to
Murray hospital last. -week and
was operated upon Tuesday. She
is reported as doing nicely.
Mr. and-i4rw Ch..th. Grogan- of
Murray were in Hazel Sunday as
guests of Mr. Grogan's sister. Mrs.
H. L. Walker, and daughters, Eletha and spestay,
Paul Hill and J. D Lamb of
Hot Springs, Ark., are in Hazel
this week on business.

Dexter News

St Pleasant GftWe'

71thorlet ay
-a- Wirt of DeFuneral arrangements have
been completed because of the fact troit are visiting Mrs. Clyn Lancaster here and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Rob Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Pas- all the brothers and sisters of the Hurt of Almo.
chall and baby Delpha, returned family could not reach here today
Mrs. Janie Langston and Mrs.
last week to Detroit after a visit (Wednesday).
Clynt Lancaster spent last Friday
with relatives and friends. Others
Mrs. Herman Edwards and chil- at Benton with Mr. and lars. Paul
who have arrived from that city
Darnell.
lately to visit relatives here are dren, Miss LaRue and Dewran,
Mrs. Cherlie Smith and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Grogan, Mrs. spent the week end near Sulphur Beulah Ferguson
were Sunday- dinStanley Grogan and children,-Mr. Well, Tenn, visiting relatives and ner guests of Mrs. Will
Reeves.
and Mrs. Paschall Brandon, ind friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones of
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Alton of DeMr. and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt.
Wildersville. Tenn., were week end
Several from this vicinity at- troit, Mich., are spending their V8- guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Burnett
Hazel
cation
with
in
Mr.
Alton'i
tended the funeral services SunJones.
parents,
Mr.
Alton.
and
Mrs.
F.
day afternoon of Bert Roberts, at
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Jones of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Craig and
the home of his parents in the
Briensburg were Sunday visitors of
daughter
little
Monday
arrived
Gunter's Flat vicinity. Bert spent
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Jones.
several of his childhood years in from Flint, Mich., to spend a few
Mrs. Will Reeves and Mrs. Merle
visiting
parents,
weeks
their
Mr.
Gunter's Flat school and with sorAndrus spent Monday with Mr.
and
Craig
Mrs.
'Bohn
and
Mr.
and
row many realized the passing of
and Mrs. Lee Reeves. their ,friend after his short illness, Mrs. Joe Wilson.
Bob Mathis is on the sick list
Mrs.
spent
W.
B.
Saturday
Jones
but its a reminder that in
with malarial fever.'
in
Paducah
as
guest
of
her
daughhealth the Great Reaper may be
Miss Virginia Moore has reter. Mrs. R. Terrell, and Mr.'Ternear
turned home after a
- -lengthy visit
11.
A good prayer meeting services
Black- with her brother in Birmingham,
was held at the home of Mr. and
Ala. •• Mrs. Alsie Cooper last Saturday burn were in Peducah Monday on
Richard WaletOrt is on the sick
.
night. The neighborhood prayer business.
Miss Jewel! Hill is in Mayfield list.
meeting for next Saturday night
The Rev. Underhill is holding a
will be held in the home of Mr. this week guest of Mrs. Velora meeting at the M.
E. Church here
Hill.
and Mrs.'Dewey Smotherman.
and eveereihe is invited to attend.
Laverne Hill, who has em....Mrs. Sarah Deering of near
Miss Eugene Woodall, Mrs. A.
Jones' Mill has returned home ployment in Paris, spent the week Caldwell and Miss
Clem Caldwell
a
after spending a few days with end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
visited Embry Parish who is ill
,I. Hill.
G. N.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Deering.
with malarial fever on Dexter
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
We are thankful to the good
Route 2.
Miss
Annie
Lou
have
returtied
Lord for the nice rains Saturday
Miss Evelyn Jones of Hardin
home after a two weeks trip to
Sunday and Monday.
spent Saturday with Miss Hazel
Colorado
Texas
visiting
and
relaSome of the mail route roads of
Andrus.
this vicinity need graveling. Why tives and friends,
Clynt Skaggs and son left for
Little
Miss
Joyce
Mai
Hill,
who
not our county get its share of reBoston. Mass., to pttend a mail
hat
been
visiting
her
grandparents,
lief money and make better roads
carriers conventieet They will be
and there would not be so many Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Hill, during the gone about 10 days.
summer
months,
returned
to
her
stalled cars as has been this sumMisa-Tylerie Cotheran and Misses
mer near this place. The one-sided home in Mayfield last Wednesday. Leona Jean Vick spent
the week
Mrs. Terry Cochran of Kirkbridge over West fork of Clark's
end with. Mrs. Sarahs Cotheran.
river, south of Dunk Erwins, could sey and Mrs. Lock Hargrove of
Euing Edwards of • Almo spent
not be awarded a prize for safety. Murray were in Hazel Monday Saturday night with Mr.
and Mr
',visiting' their parents, Mr. Arid
• 4. le
'Mrs. E.
Hurt.
_
/op's. Wilma • Outland left Suns
day for-TM-he: Ky.; wbere she
will teach for the coming year.
Mrs. Myrtle Osborn, who has
been in New iltdexieo for the past
few months visiting her cousin.
the Rev. and nes.' Julian Atwood.
and Mrs. Susie Mayer and children. Mildred and Will Jr., returned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Mary Mason Howard ind
little son, Mason. of Memphis
Tenn., spent last week in Hazel,
guests of her aunt, Mrs. E. D.
Miller. and family.
Mrs. Daisy Robertson of Paducah
and Mrs. Julian Dismukes and son,
Macon, of Paducah, were recent
guests of Mrs. E. D. Miller and
Mr. Miller.
Thomas Perry Turnbow spent a
fete days in Paris last week with
his aunt, Mrs. Wm. Hull_ and Mr.
Hue• ,
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins
had as-their visitors the past week.
Miss Ruby Farley of New Concord
and Miss Alice Fair of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow an
son. 0. B. Jr.. Mrs. H. I. Neely,
Miss Eva Lee Perry and nephew
James Marshall Overcast, and Mrs.
Coil Overcast were Paris visitors
Tuesday.
Mrs. Lois Warterfield motored
over to Clinton Sunday to visit her
son. Harry Lee Warterfield. and
Mrs. Warterfield.

PAGE SEVEN

Clinton Zdwerds.
d Mrs. Duncan Cain
Mr.
apeat.-dieneley
s Will Gream and Miss
Patients adtnitted to the Mason
Lorene Gream returned home with
Hospital the past week:
them
Mrs. C. P. Vester, Paris, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Putman are
Mrs. B. A. Johnston. Murray: Mrs.
spending this week in Hardin.
J. H. Lawrence, Gleason, Tenn.;
Joe Pat Yettneon, Highland Park,
Mich.; Miss Annie Ruth Montgomery, New Concord;..Mrs. FrankTobacco cutting seems to be the lin Inglis, Murray; F. M. Smith,
order of the day and shim the Puryear;
Boaz Gibbs, Murray;
rains have come the tobacco is Sibers Swor, Buchanan, Term.
simply fine.
Patients discharged from the
Tom
wee
Swifthad his barn covered Mason Hospital the past week:
Barsiee, Benton. MFO• ,-Mary
last
The Rev. G. C. Henson closed his Walker, Carruthersville, Mo.; Mrs.
meeting a few days age at Locust C. G. Whitehorn, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Grove with 14 professions and Mrs. Emmett Bowman, Murray;
Mrs. Melvin Grogan, Hazel, Joe Pat
AV-.!LAMA
.
`T+ark
Dennie P. Alexander' and Curt
Newsome transacted business in Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Murray; Mrs.
Murray last Friday also Dennie Gilbert SS'Smith, Puryear, Tenn.;
and Carol spent Monday in Benton Miss Annie Ruth Montgomery, New
Concord; Boaz Gibbs, Murray.
on business.
We are having plenty of rain at
present whichls
to our cropps_
roving_ quite
FIRST BAPTIST Crit.TRCH

Hospital News

Kirksey kinklets

Lube Watkins had the miidartune of losing one of his fine mules
one evening last week by lightning.
The mule was in the pasture when
it was killed.
Arthur Robertson and family' are
preparing to move to Kirksey this
week.
Claud Manning and family went
to Arkansas last Sunday to visit
J. A HowLett, who is All with cancer and isn't expected to live long.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Watson, Moss
Cunningham and wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Fray Cunningham attended
Bro. Collier's meeting at Happy
Hollow last Sunday. They report
a nice and interesting time on their
trip. May the Good Work go on.
this is Bro. Collier's sixteenth consecutive meeting at Happy Hollow.
There will be preaching at Locust Grove next Sunday at 11
o'clock but at this time the writer
doesn't know the speakers name.
Lynn Tidwell and wife speet the
day with Arititir Rebertson and
family Sunday.
As the writer came by Stella last
Friday he saw "Old Eagle" siding
out on the porch buisly engaged in
picking up news for the Ledger
& Times.—Lazy Ned.

Sunday school at 9:30 a. rn., Dr.
H. M. McEirath, superintendent.
Sunday morning Worship at 11 a.
m., preaching by the pastor on
"THE MORAL OBLIGATION OF
THE CHURCH TO THE COMMUNITY."
The -Baptist Training
Union
meets at 6:45 p. m., R. W. Churchill. director.
Sunday evening Worship at 7:45
p. m., preaching by C. R. Barrow,
pastor First Baptist Church, Guthrie. Ky.
The Woman's Missiionary Society
meets Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. Mrs.

Try CARDUI For

W. T. Sledd. president
The

Deacons meet lo their
'at
aginr-7 WI=
, in the pastor's.
Mid-week prayer meeting Wednesday at 7:90 p. m.. folizd by
the Weekly Teachers Mee
.
A cordial welcome and invitation
to all to "Come Worship and Pray:
.
J. E. Skinner, pastor

NOTICE!
All persons owing the estate Cl
Mart Logan are asked to make settlement with we at once. The affairs at the esfate must be settled
and those who have claims against
the estate are asked to present
same duly proven.
W. C. (CoUyer) Hayes

. Dr. E. B. Cherry
VETERINARY SURGEON
Attention Pt'begs sad Cate
Y.
—nese en—

sunuisx,

ANNOUNCING
I will continue to carry
on my father's business and
invite all to trade with me.
CHARLES HATCHER
Prop.

DIXIE CAFE
Depot Street
Across from Postoffice

Functional Monthly Pains Regular Dinner
Women from

the 'teen age to the
'bangs at life have found Cardul
helpful for the relief at
monthly pains due to lack
Cl Net the tight strength from the
food they eat• Mn. Ortt Heyaaa, at
Kum Ma, writes: "I used Oaxdul
24 fat cramp. and found it vary
I base rooanny takaa Cardui
=41
str ablialp of UN. I traa vory earsad back pains and was ta
dulni Mal
lea-down sondition. Cardui

E=

ma greatly

Thoadmajd of Immo Vaatity Cardul bowIS ism mot tenant TOO.
fated tams
season • pbrallslaa.

Short Orders

25c
15c

All kinds of Sandwiches
Soft Drinks, Beer
Home Cooked Meals
-We wish to extend our
thanks for the patronage
shown the late C. E. Hatcher
and hope to continue to
serve more of you.

We ThankYou

-1

Sincerely and Heartily for Your Co-operation in Making Our Cooking School

111111111111111111111111111111

For Your
Vacation
Needs!
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August-September

VOTE FOR

Vacation Time!

MAJA
EUDALEY

Satur4y, Sept.T
A WEST
KENTUCKIAN

"We want you for
Eudaley"

Whether your vacation trip leads to the foothills, of the Ozarks. to
Chicago, Detroit and Niagara, Washington, D. C.,'and New York City,
or to Lookout Mountain and points South, the condition of your car
may mean the difference between happiness and a disaster.

1/00.
Sass•sasZ

cords

tpsetor tstoweirt
saro
tr
kw
asairmerZ
W

•

Wider, User

3

gIv•s mote then 50%
hanger non-skid we
• , se's

/

We check them by the best and most
methods and use Firestone Brake Re-lining.

accurate

WE CHECK CARS THOROUGHLY
and do everything but major repairing. Let us check
oil, battery, spark plugs, wash and polish car and get
your car road-shape. •

Super - Service Station
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Many who have eleqtric ranges expressed themselves as having
learned new uses and economies while others who did not have electric
cookery were delighted to learn of its labor-saving qualities, not to men.' •
tion economies, and'tastiness.

We Will Be Glad to Have You Study the Advantages of
the HOTPOINT RANGE

WE TEST andRE-LINE BRAKES

/.•s

We trust and feel that you learned much of benefit to you, not
only in learning how to prepare meals tasteful and nourishing, but also .
how to save money- on your food bills without any sacrifice of quality
or quantity.

Miss Brown and 'the Hotpoint Electric Range manufacturers
join us in expressing-appreciation for the fine attendance at this school.
We sincerely hope that it has resulted in much benefit and information
to You.

Replace those old worn-out tires with road-gripping Firestones that add safety from the sta.pdpoint
of brake effectiVeness, blow-outs which often mean accidents and deaths and punctures as well, which take
frail the comfort ()Naps.

University sem show

st".•

SECRETARY OF
STATE

ONE-STOP
Super-Service Station
of
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

•Animas Tires stop ean
13 to 15% ealleter

•

for

DEPENDABLE TIRES and BRAKES are FOREMOST They may mean the life of members Af_youy FAMILY!

•

AN
IMMENSE
SUCCESS

Tradition means
here In Kentucky—but we
moderns must have all the comforts and conveniences
besides. So the Seelbach has remodeled its guest rooms
and redecorated its parlors to make them the smartest,
cleanest and most comfortable you ever occupied.
You've a treat awaiting you----make the Seelbach your
home when in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single,
$2.50 double. WITH BATH, $2.00 single, $3..00 double.
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATHSKELLER are the smartest and most reasonable reStaurants and bars in Louisville.
- Harold A. Sage, Manager

HOTEL

„„,5o, „E

!mirth 6
Sit

MaYbe the reason you are "played out" while others are out
playing is because a hot, stuffy kitchen is' taking its toll, stealing your
youth and appearance away.
We particularly call your attention again to the little heat escaping from an Electric Range, which not only makes your kitchen
much cooler, but proves efficiency in the range.
Remember, a small down payment and the balance on easy
monthly payments puts the economy, efficiency and pleasure of Electric Cookery in YOUR home.

Kentuckkennessee Light and Power CoKENTUCKY'

LOUISVILLE

4.

seremenereSS S'S.C.-ean-Ste.
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HUDDLESTON GIVES
HIS. WM:TO
THOMAS S. RHEA

airier. superintendent/ Attendance
kept up well .during the summer. Let's Increase tt some next
Sunday
The motor will preach :list Sunday at 10:45 a m and 7:45 p. in.
Prayer meeting Wbdnesday night Candidate Who Poled 15,
at 7:45 o'clock.
226 Votes Declares in
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME'S
Favor of Chandler Rival
E B Motley. Pioior

ECONOMY
GROCERY.

•

LOUISVILLE. Ky.. Aug 19-Both
Lieut. Gov. A B Chandler and
Thomas S. Rhea. rivals in the
Demderatic gybernaturial runoff
printery Sept. 7. had the support
today of men whom they defeated
Aug. 3.
State Treasurer Elarn Huddles-

e
the various counties in Kentucky
West End chuech grew from the ATTENDS BURIAL OF
Young Jones was formerly u resiand keep them in such usssition
Arcadia Baptist Mission. organ of Benton itrict was a native
dent
ARKANSAS
IN
NEPHEW
that they will be able to meet
ssed October 12, 1919. Soon the
of fdanawli comity He is survived
sSsultemal ss
these ,otslislationa .1. particularly
Firs(Baptist Church built a $2500.bnIY by his mother. MTS. 'Berth
T
Nearly every week he 'Ledger
&apse with. Mr. Rhea in his proaccompa00 building on the present site. lust
week from Bozic Arkansas. Sledd. Mr Phelps was
gram in exempting homes and
& Times receives Obituaries, In In
the fall of 1925 and the first of
nied to Arkansas by his daughMemoriams and Cards of Thanks.
farms from taxation. ! also indorse
where
funeral
and
the
he
attended
The great
Hagenbeek-Wattace asking that they be published. ft 1926 the church erected 'in $8000.00
ter, Mrs. Crawford McClure, and
to the fullest extent his platform
and Forepeugh-Sells - Bros. Coast is necessary
addition. Tist entire property is burial services last Thursday of Mr. McClure.
as regards the exemption Of the
and customary that
generally *est:limited at $15000.00. his nephew, Ruby Jones, 36. who
binecf Circus will present afternoon
newspapers receive some compennecessities of life from • taxation
Read the Classified Column.
'The church itself was constituted died of bladder and kidney trouble.
and night performances in Mathis
and placing the burden upon the
sation for the service of printing
July 17, 1923, and is now starting
cah on Saturday. August 24, and
these articles. In order that even
people who have money to spend
on her thirteenth year, free of all 4.
circus enthusiasts of this vicinity
the very poorest may have the
for things they du not need. If Mr.
debt on the church bedding.
will be on hand to participate in privilege
of having printed ObitRhea's program is carried Ora sucWe are holding this service in
uar.ies for their loved ones. The
cessful conclusion, the public the gale event.
-schools of Kentucky will be per- To commemorate the combination Ledger & Times prints the first 100 the afternoon so many can go to
mitted to continue uninterrupted, of the famous old Forepaugh-Stlis words of an obituary free. For their own services and yet meet
the .expense of which should be Bros. show with the largest trained all over 100 words there is a with us In the afternoon. For any
a.
and will be put upon the people wird aniniTa circus In -die Wield, charge of one cent a word. In who Wish td-sthitie -GS the -6/9cning
many startling new features Alba illemoriams and Cards of Thanks service, we will provide dinner in
who are able to pay.
"The program as outlined by Mr. been added for the 1935 pregram. We must charge one cent a' word our homes. All welcome. And;'
too, we will be glad to haire any
Rhea also' will provide for *he re- These include Pieria Rasputirs asp- straight
stia-asy: -nt--aar -over
serroafiter55
ztrts- /Tr-Ken
Ifislalleeg, slier aiffelei
r
tucky. It.. will enable the state of trainer and daughter of the Bunten are mailed in without the name night.
Our regular revival services beKentucky to meet the requirements Russian monk, Grigori Rasputin and address of the sender and we
ingredient.
Come in, let us tell you about this new
-the-federal gervernmerrTsOtth ref- who _ruled Um Rianianolia-svith ilm 'cannot- notify film or tter -ttitS* tilts gin that day and will eentintie for
erence_ to--- age pensions for the power of his hypnotic eyes prior article or articles sent were not two weeks.
Thankfully and sincerely.
reason that his platform provides to his demise in 1916; Bert Nelson, published.
for a well defined program for the youngest of the wild animal subPlease bear these facts in mind
Roy 0. Beaman, pas=
.
raising of revenue which ,is man- jugators, with more than a score of in
preparing
and
submittiog
DEPOT STREET
datory understhe-tederstsstovenis-Jtas.4single-Cred-----,S4ene- Ind articles of this kind.
Head the Classified Column,
Helliot, renowned
ment's old age pension act in that Tigers; John
the respective states must match German trainer of savage beasts;
To Dedicate West
the federal funds for the law to be Maximo, comedian of the slack
End Church, Paducah
wire; the famed Christiani troupe
operative.
'To my mind, the question of the of bareback riders in somersaults
The West End Baptist Church,
sales tax is not an issue at this from horse to horse; the Flying
time because the law automatic- Codonas, the Hills and a great Paducah, will dedicate her buildally expires on June 30 of next group of aerialists; RudynotT, noted ings on Sunday bfternoon, August
equestrian and his educated horses; 25, at 2:30. The Rev. G. E. Kenyear.
walk upside nedy. formerly of El Paso, Texas,
"It is my belief Kentucky will the Merkels. who
be served more advantageously down on lofty mirrors in the dome and now of Oklahoma City. Okla.,
through Mr. Rhea due to his age. of the big tent; "Cheerful" Gard- will preach the dedication sermon.
experience and knowledge of gov- iner and twenty performing ele- The former pastors, Rev. C. S.
ernmental affairs than by his op- phants; scores of clowns led by Gregston and Rev. T. G. Shelton,'
ponent. I am convinced also that Earl Shipley. Paul Jerome and the are expected to make a short talk.
he' will be successful in Novvnber Paul Jung Clown Acrobatic Trio; Bros. Heaton and Clapp of Paduafter being nominated in Septem- dozens of pretty equestriennes, a cah. as well as others, will make
huge oriental spectacle and a big short talks on the work of our
berl•
"I have no desire to dictate to contingent of Indians. Cowboys angl church.
2 cans 19c
the people who supported me in Cowgirls from the Pawnee Bill
my fight but I do request of them Ranch at Old Town. Oklahoma. .
Avondale Brand
that they join with me and let us
Performances will be presented
bring about a condition whereby at 2 and 8 p. m. with doors open
we can elect a Democratic ticket in one hour earlier in each .instance
November insuring success `to our to permit leisurely inspection of
party in 1996: This can and will the world's largest and finest
be brought about through the traveling wild animal menagerie
nomination and election of Thomas which boasts among other zooS. Rhea.
logical marvels a baby giraffe.
,
No. 2•Cans
Octagon Washing Powder,
think the greatest misfortune
The
Hagenbeck-Wallace
and
Club Fancy
2 for •
Sc
that could overtake
Kentucky Forepaugh-Sells Bros. Combined
-*
would be to - put Ben Johnson and Circus is a railroad show, moving 2 boxes Chipso and 24
his son-in-law. Dan Talbot back in on two trains of double-lehgth steel
Clothes Pins for .... 20c
charge of the governmental ma- cars,
No. 2 1:2 Del Monte
chinery. The election of Happy
Pineapple
21c
Chandler as Governor of Kentucky
No. 2 Del Monte
could not be construed other than
Pineapple
18c
placing these gentlemen in com24 lbs. Queen of West
plete control at Frankfort. I wish to express my. thanks to
"My only interest and my reason all my friends and neighbors for
Flour
90c
for indorsing the candidacy of Mr. the kindness showed me and my 24-lb. bag Lynn Grove
Rhea. is because I believe that in children during the sickness and
90t
Flour
so doing I am serving the best in- death of my dear husband. William
Mixed Feed
$1.39
terests of the commonwealth of Ether Calhoon, who died August
Quarter pound
Kentucky.
'
17. 1935. And, to the doctors we
Lipton's Tea
23c
"I want to take this occasion to extend our appreciation and to Mrs.
sincerely thank every citizen of Virginia Grant for, her kindness. No. 2 Cherriss, 2 for .25c
Kentucky from the most prominent
lb. Whitehouse Apple
lie said he cildn't tear distil and
to ths humblest for every effort was assured of -entering Heaven.
Jelly
I2c
put forth in my behalf of my reHe is survived by his widow. 10 oz. Apple Jelly,
cent race for Governor and to as- Mrs. Myrtle Calhoun and six chil2 for sure them that my interest now is dren. Mrs Annie Sande's. Lonnis
the same as when I was a candi- Calhoun. Lona Calhoun. Silvis Cal- Small size Hershey
Cocoa
date. aid that is to serve Ken- boon. Bertha Calhoon. Alford Caltucky and its people."
huon and an aged mother. Mrs. 1-1b. size Hershey's

BIG CIRCUS CONES
TO PADUCAH- SAT

i

PURINA LAY CHOW NOW

AA DR SOAP OF SFAUSIRA

Lama

CAMAY SOAP. 3 for .14c
11c
Oxydol, 2-10c size for
SUGAR, pure cane,
50c
9 1-2 lbs.
LARD, 4-lb. carton
Sic
MEAL, Stone Ground .27c
COFFEE, Arbuckle, lb. 15c
PINEAPPLE, No. 1 size,
3 for
25c
Salmon-Mackerel, 3 for 25c
Sailed Dressing, qt. .
29c
Spices, all flavors, 3 for 25c
FREE-2 Marbles with each
Sc school tablet.
Highest market prices paid
for Eggs, Bacon, Hams.
Rudolph Thurman
Parvin Blalock

J. W CLOPTON & CO.

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

The General Food
man,Post Bran Flakes, 3 for 29c
will. be with us Saturday to; Jello, any flavor, 3 for
21c
furnish you all the MaxweU
Post Toasties, 2 for .. . 15c
House Iced Tea
you
can
drink. Come in and see us. Maxwell House Coffee 27c
FLOUR, Dixie Limited,
Fresh Ground Coffee,
24-lb. bag
.. 75c
2 pounds
25c
48-lb. Cloth Sack.. $1.48
Maxwell House TeaHalf pound pkg. .. 35c LARD, Bulk, per lb. .
Quarter-pound pkg. 20c MEAL, 25-lb. bag .
- Ritz Crackers, pkg.
.15c MATCHES, 6 for .
Wheat Puffetts, 7-oz

FLOUR

WHITE WAY
MARKET

99c

SOAP

15c
63c
20c

Card of Thanks
• • •
•

Yellow Laundry
Tunso Brand

Notice of First
Creditors Meeting

-

ARMOUR'S STAR BACON, lb. 40c
2 lbs. VEAL CHOPS
35c
BEEFSTEAK, 2 lbs.
35c
2 lbs. SAUSAGE
35c
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb.
24c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
pound
21c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb. . . . . 12/
1
2c
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb
9c
LARD,lb. 20c
FRIERS, dressed lb.
25c
HENS, lb.,
23c
SALT BUTTS, lb..
18c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
Highest Market Price in Cash for,
Chickens„
- - - Eggs and Hides
WE.-BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.

1

Parlee Calhoon; one brother, Tom
Calhoun. and, a sister. Eunie Morgan; one half brother. Criss Calhoun. one half Sister. Mrs. Rockie
Hale: and an aunt. Mrs. Carolyn
Higgins and several nieces and
nephews.
He leaves a brokenhearted wife to mourn his death
and the home won't seem like
home. There is a vacant place
that cannot be filled I am So lonely without him and I surely thank
Bro. Dallas Billington for his kindness.
•
William Ether Calhoun was born
in Trigg County. Ky., Fejsruary 3.
1894, and lived to be 41 years, 6
months and 14 days. He was married to Myrtie Hale July IL 1912
and lived together 23 years. 1
month and 6 days.--Written by his
Wife, Mrs. Myrtie Calhoun and
children-a broken-hearted farhily.
ft Paso to Bead the Clatedriefle

Cocoa
1 pt. Welch's

15c

69c

6

Large 14-oz.

Bars

25c
25`

3

10c

JEWEL COFFEE, lg. . 15c
45c
3 pounds
SALAD DRESSING,
Embassy Brand, qt. jar 25c

Oil-Keyless SARDINES,
25c
6 cans

C. Club Fancy CATSUP,
10c
14-oz. bottle

WHEAT1ES,
2 packages

23c

TOMATO JUICE, C. Club,
25c
6 No. 1 cans

LIFEBUOY SOAP,
4 bars

25c

RINSO,Small pkg.
Large pkg.

9c
20c

lOc

SALMON, Silver Flash
Brand, Tall Can

10c

Embassy MUSTARD,
Quart Jar

•

Thrifty
24-lb. Sk.

2N0

RED PITTED CHERRIES

Value Brand GREEN BEANS
15c
2 No. 2 cans

14c
Pirfe
koe Polish, 3 for25c
Jet i
Toilet Tissue, 6 rolls
25c
Salad Dresiling, American
Lady, 1 qt.
35c
Potato Chips, 3 for
28c
1 for
10c
Wash Boards
38c
Beechnut Spaghetti or
i
Beans, 3 for
27c
FRESH MEATS
/ Choice Steaks and Chops,
Dressed Chickens, Spring
In the District Court of the United
CAMAY SOAP,6 for
28c
Lamb, Cold Meats of all States for
the Western District of
0. K. SOAP, 6 for
25c
kinds for the picnic lunch Kentucky. Paducah Divides)
OXYDOL, 3 for
28c Bacon, sliced, lb.
35c
in the matter of Aaron Holman
Jones, Bankrupt No. 3475.
Highest market prices paid for Counts
:
if Eggs, Butter
T. the Creditors of the Bankand Cream
rupt:
PHONE 37
This is to notify you that Aaron
WE DELIVER
Holman Jones was- on July 19.
4.
1935, duly adjudicated bankrupt,
and that first creditors meeting
will be held at the law office of
Joe Lancaster, in Murray. Ken:,ucky. August 28. 1935. at nine a.
7ri., at which time the said creditrs may attend, prove their claims,
sleet a trustee, examine the bankrupt. and transact any other business that may properly come before said meeting
J. C. SPE1GHT.
Referee in Bankruptcy
Mayfield. Ky.. Aug. 17. 1935

Avondale CORN,
No. 2 can

Grape

Juice

20c

See us for GOOD FRESH
MEATS of all kinds.
We Sell the best at lowest
Prices
YOU CAN EAT -OUR
MEAT
See our
OIL COOK STOVES
We also have Oil Cook
Stove Wicka of all
kinds

FAIN
& BELL
WE DELIVER
Telephone- R5

SHORTENING

For Frying or
Baking - - Pound

14c

ROLL BUTTER

POUND

24c

C. CLUB

SODA CRACKERS
SMOKED BACON BUTTS

NAVY BEANS

15c

POUND

iC
ohpo
oicuendHsand Picked

LONG or LARGE

BOLOGNA

w2-peoscuondB.rbaonxd

POUND

Read the Classified {Wands.

POTATOES 1

25c
35c

5-P°UND PECK

MINCED HAM
lOAP OF ISAUT1RA" WOMEN

cifittery.,

Swann9s Grocery

BANANAS

-

3 Camay Soap
1Sc
One Ivory Soap "takes
9c
Arbuckle Coffee
15c
7-day Arbuckle Vacuum Pack 25c
Cooking Apples, gallon lac or 15c
Giant Cornflakes, 13 oz.
10c
Spinach is the best sailing winter
greens-1 lb. Spinach Seed 5.22c
American Ace Coffee
21k
New Sweet Potatoes, lb.
Half pint Venom Fly Spray
lie
1 gal. White Pickling Vinegar Ific
3 cans Polka Grapefruit Juice 25c
20. Sex Crackers
19e
Beautiful School Pencils, 2 for Sc
Pay in trade for Eggs
- 22e
Pay in trade for nice large size
Walt Po1410414,- DO green. 100
••
•
$1.75

pea

MEAT MARKET

Lyon's Best
24-lb. Sk.

APPLE SAUCE -C.

•
YOOD'
MARKET
t• •
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY and SATURDAY

•••••••

roger Pig* Wiggly Stores

Saturday Specials

TOLLEY & CARSON

-

The concentrated green feed that makes
_Iivn4 lay in fall and winter like they cid in
spring.

many

__-

the first primary. yesterday announced . that he would -support
Rlien H.s annotmeenrent
ed by a few das*.shat of Frederick
A. Wallis, who polled 38.187 votes,
that he would _hawk iShandler.
"I am convinced tasz.Mr. Rhea's
.elealffift win hot only -17fillElain. but
sttengthen the credit of the commonwealth of Kentucky," Huddlestun said.
full statement follows:
"After having studied the plat-forms of both candidates. I have
decided that I will support Thomas
S. Rhea in the run-off for the
gubernatorial nomination.
"In Snaking this decision I am
convinced that his platform will
serve the people of Kentucky to a
greater advantage than that of his
opponent. In fact with a few exceptions. Mr
Rhea's
platform
agrees with the one on whith I
recently made the race. I am consVinced that Mr. Rhea's election
will
not only
maintain
but
strengthen the credit of the commonwealth of Kentucky and in
that way will save the state more
than $1500000 a year on its purchases. alone
His program will
continue to uphold the credit of

Notice

Golden
Yellow

2 POUNDS

Dozen

15c

FEED BRAN, 100-1b. bag $1.29;SHORTS,100 lb. 14g. $1.59
Taste the Richness
and try it for Toasted Sandwiches

()RANGES
FRUIT -JARS

79c

21c

Dozen

BALL, MASON, Packed Complete Jars

QUARTS, Dozen

1

200-216
Size

Caps

HALF GALLONS, Dozen

69`
-99c

-AUNT BETTY'S BREADwill convince you that there is a difference that
can be found in each and every bite.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR AUNT BETTY'S
GOLD-N-GLO a big five-cent loaf is the greatest
5-cent value

PARKER BROS. BAKERY

LEMONS

Large 360 Size
Dozen

23C

We have a complete line of all seasonable produce... Radishes,
Green Onions, New Turnips, Beets, Peas, Cauliflower, Celery,
Cabbage, Okra, Grapes, Cal. Bartlett Pears,Cucumbers,Peppers
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